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ECUTIVt SUMMARY

pp

The delivery of the Education Department's (ED) finan ial'

assistance programs depends on the coordination of several inter-

related parts., A critical, one being the processing function--

the handling of .information passed between the applicant ,and the
.,.

6

'Office iaf Student Financial Assistance (OSFA). The processihg

funiction is performed by firms on contract with E3); 'therefore,

ED must monitor the contractor's performance to ensure the effec -'

tive delivery of the proiram. A quality, control QC .system with

Measures and standards for critical activities'can be used to

mo41tor tbe p cvssor contractor and to *improve the mapalment of

the contract. Th 'report presents a framework for establishing

such a, QC, system And applies the framework the tck Pell

tion processipg system.

applies-.

The four areas of concern' for establishing' QC measures and

standtdds in.processing contra;ts are:
, b..

. .

Production control
A-'

Pispal -carol

Softumre quality assufande

Productivity-

Production oontrol is the "monitoring of'the steps that,are

involved in-processing the. information °ming -in *and producing..

the final outpUt document of the syst ..*N Fiscal control is the

monitoring of the
%a*

.s

sources of coats within the system.

control system routinely gathers Oata on the costs by

A cost .

cost

ti



center. Software duality assurance- is .the method by which- the

omputer programs' used in the different production steps are
1 ....

tte,,st.ed 'for -accuracy and efficiency. Productivity refers to the
efficiency of the labor component in all the manual steps in the

.

production ptocess.
A geneial framework is developed that is applicable to all

processing 'contracts. Theri it is applied (specifically to the
Pell #application prtrcessing contract. Specific guidelines Are
i:roposed establishing 'QC measures and standards for each area

the prooess. Tn a4dition, the uses of s sampling procedure in
I

QC syst.em are outlined..

r,
the

I I,
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TER* I.

TNTRO6UCTION---
'`,,k4 }.

'TbdOffiCte '9f Student:, Finand:14i1 Assistance

Education Elpar.tiflent-'(Ei:r) ciffers cervices to

°SPA) -Within

students.and

tnEttitutions through a number of financial assistance programs.
ese pr' rams are large .and complex. to .adm.inister. The pin.

.

, -

torograM has More than 5 -qiit-ion applicrants and over 2

.reci.pients and the GS,.progain* has score than 1.1,000 lenders.
The dirivery of 'student aid 'programs involves several4inter..

ec

related ;parts .all working together in some, coordinated fa shion

A

One of the largeeitparts of the delivery system,it 4

most important, .111- the proth'essing function.

This funotionks.-the handling of in passed between

and perhaps the

4.

the.applican't and OSFA.'and the transformation of that information

into a meidium. that will permit the delivery of the. services of
,

the peogram: In the-student assistance programs, this
C

information is usually 'applications from students or j.nstitu-
accouniipq reports, or invoices. The processing_ functions

are typicall..y veryilarge opeirstiOns. They require large, staffs
to perform several different complex tasks. The prbeessing'
functions are sCanetinies highly automated, reguiFing *sets of

software -Nit -ilarform.complex aal-culati4ne 'eta -proipuee-loctiment0, .

to send back to the potential ' recipients .> the major-

processi9g functions in. the student:assistAge programs 20:e. done

.by contractors outside of ED.

4:1
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Processing contracts ttiffer in a .significant way from other

ontracts in that they are central t'o the delivery of the student
,

assistance programs. The :.monitoring pr'quality control (QC) ,"

p ocedures in these contracts is critical for two reasons: to

en ure that.- the contractor is performing its function in' a post-,

ff ctis.re manner, and to protect the fiscal integrity of ,t'he

procram by keeping Spending ,within the progrates bud4e.50. The

dile of these contracts however make effedtive montoring

,x-tr ely difficult.' Methods must be established forikevaluating

-- the contractor s performanc'e'against:i standards set prior to the

contract's initiation. Since the processor function is usually

contracted to privae, firms, the process,of providing quality

control for this function has been charicterized as vendor/pro

cessor

s .

s

This report suggests. an oVerall. .fran ework. for monitoring QC

aspects of processor contracts: itbriir,iistered by OSF14. In the

final chapter, this frameuork- is applied specifically to the Pei.'

contract, and guidelines Are.reccounended. Before discussing the

contents of thi? report, it is net Sary to review some background

ion the procsessor function in OSFA.

BACKdROUND TO TIM PRO13:iSitsiG PONC4I0/1

The prodessing function only °Ale of several parts ofithe

student assistance delivery. system. Other .ina i. parts include

policy determination, budget formulation, awarding of aid, and

fiscal reconciliation. ertpe. delivery of student assistance is

dependent upon the efficient interaction of all the parts. The



de

. tr

stem _is complex because the parts of it can run either isequen7
. J

\ r

tially or simultaneously. That is, the decision, from one part is
needed before another part can begin its function y if the parts
:are running sequentially. If the Parts run in parallel, they'
follow different tracks at'' 'the same' time with several common

points between them voksere information is passed from o unction
.1.

kto another. In such an, env ikonment, the system must ru sMoothly

in der to 'deliver the programs eff(kctively. If a decision is
delayed, for instance the other functions may not be able to
perform. their tasks. An obvious example of this i:s, the effect
decisions on the Family Contribution gchedule have on the 'pro-

.

v. cessing of applicants. Without all the parameters ,and rules in;
tar, tuch:of the aforms design

-applications cannot be doile.
A delay in a

contractor beyond

4:4setinstion, and processing of

part Of the system. ca:n..cause problems for the
.

,its control. A change in aprogiamts policy
may have significant effects on the way the pr.ocessing -function

is to be 'per forMed. If the change is deltyed! Apt fully
grated into the peocessini system, -or technically.,complex, Chell

the processing function may encounter problems that'.cannot

overcame duri,ng the processing cycle. ,

cra-rent Situation

Problems with the delivery of student assistance can be
traced to two sources: the idiosyncracies and unpredictability
of th*e policymaking' process ad. -the complexity of the'delivery

system itself: 14iing '44` central, part ,f the delivery system the

5!
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processing fu ction has heen both subje t., to and'ia cause of some

of those problems.

The delivery of student assistance involves alarge,numbe
of people -both ineide and outside OSPA. The, development' Of

POlicy--setting the parameters of the program--involYeS

coordination of several osrA divisions. Deci,Sitons, ode

the Division of Program Opelations IDP0) affeCt whet

processor will do and 741en. This requires ext
Lion ikmong divisions that does not al ways:siodCU 71*. situate i
is exacerbated by the fact that they strUct!f-e 04,,4fil,ai4wp

along fundtional, no pszogtari lines withdut e ,;74roSeCt 0* illa
.

management etr ture. Communication taay be: mote difficult

'.ca\-"beca se program decisions cut across divi-eion .
. ,

The, method fOr dliveiing 'student assistance, has Oi'v'ed
A , ;V: '' - :01

wit the changes in Phgratas structures. Ther.s..bie never been

an evaluation at any point to determine if Significant changes in
t ..

... ,.

the system are needed, This is also true 'of: tlia. processing
',4functions. Part of the 'second stage of the current Quality

. ..

Control study fOcuses on the war, the current ,deliverir sySltem

works and what changes Might improve its efficiency. The ,result

of this evolutionary 'pocess is a system that is somewhat
fragmented with no easy way to evaluate the total system's
perforMance. only 2te-cently etas a systematic !litimit been made to

establish quality ontrol standards within the processing
-contracte and to nitor heirper.forinance from a manageria4l.,

perspectiveµ tta dares art explicitly put Into the contracts,
and 'contractors e held to heM.
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Therehave never been significant attempts to imprOve the
12,4

\ 1 4 *

-tatkalfty control of processor contracts. Usu ly -0C -ge eral

Itliae;inei have 'bean included in the,requests for -p?bposals, and

biddere have responded with general Industrial QC standards. The
.

result has',oftenakbeen that the QC coittponents of processor con7

tracts tiave not adiquately addressed the, unique requirements of

student a1d processing-... This repoi-t is-an attemtt to take ''a step

back' an 'ask in, a general sense, what QC procedures could be

imPleMented lor processor contracts.

Ideal ,$it,uation

ant.ideal world, all parts _of he dej.iVery system would

function. smoothly in both a structural and a temporal sense, The

system-would be evaluated periodical' foi eifficiency rather than

allowed to evolve freely. The dif rent processes within 'the

system Would be evaluated to determire Whether their config.,

uration is the best suited to deliver the services, o the

Vs s

1

program. QC iwpuld al so .tae integ rated into all, aspects of the

processor function. Any modifications to the proceises would

then be mad within establitihed QC standaFds ,for performance, and

wait' to measure per formancg would be firmly.;stablished. The

standards would focus on the critical points of the proceaseav

and measures would be pit into place to assess performance

against: those *standards.

In a. temporal sense, the ideal system would have efficient
A

coordination rand .cOmmunication 4ivisj.ons so that deci-

sions required before processIng, such as those regarding policy,
I



Wquld be made in a timely' fashion

would world 'closely with the policy

feasible /ran both, a policy and an
Interim Solution

The operational mintageri

managers and determine what if.
'1(operational sense,.

ti

The ideal system does not exist. An interim ,solution to
the current set. of -prOblems regarding the systeM and -the pro-

cessor function within the sitstem, is to establish a parallel
I ,

'system of quality control. A formal mechanism should be esta-

blkshed that would- set performance standards for the processing

functions and determine Methods for measuring actual perfor
mance.. Then, an incremental approachv-could be used to slowly

integrate QC standards into processdr contracts-. Over time

quality control ineasur es and standards could becothe a formal part

fft

To, begin an a,pforoach for estaigishing,t'hese- standards, a

general quality control framework-for all processing
...

should be developed and standards of performance
k

established.
. . . ,

Ways of measuring performance' should be developed and tested.

fundtiOne

The measrures should be flexible and subject to change depen(king

on .4iether, grotnot they are ep ctive. As the pOcessing function

changes, so should the measures and standards. Tnemeasufes and

standards should then be applied to specific contracts t6,deter-
mine their -effectiveness.- As 'ED imagers 'became more comfortable

with the monitoring process, the measures and standards may be\ 4

applied more extensively to, contriacts, -and as a result the
process of integrating gualtty control into the syst/km can begin. .

1 -6
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A single framework for .establishing a Methdd of quality

control in processor contracts.tbat cuts .across all aspects of
the processing function is developed in this, report, whose-
puipose to assist the monitors of the processor contracts in
OSFA. in the construction of.a quality control sydtem for the

s / f#*,
contracts.''

;I-

The system shOuld- be used by the Managers
. ,

these contracts more' effectively. -The def4Aec1 result

cient and cost- ,effective processing. function.

tO monitor

is an

In an overall'qual-ity control function, two aspects mutt be
defined:

A-quality control 1,14n

The respec:tive roles of the contractor and OSFP:

This report focuses a both the quality control plan and thie
role 9f t.he contractor...in en .ng that quality control, measures

are taken. The role of OSFA Is one of quality aissuvebnce,
ising monitoring the qUality control procedures necesdary far

effectiveness. The issue of iitiapity assiIra.n will be the topic
of a' 'isecOnd, report on yendOr/probessor QC.

quality control plan can be. \established for all, procesEiiig

contracts ,within 'OSFA. The first seep ISIto identify hoir--the

processor Emotions ,are similar. though the .processing 'fonc-

.6.t_progransi. tomm,_4

process pOint of*vieW they- all co *n 'certain 'steps and,proce--

dilres:e For instance, at leairt a g!art of 51.1 functions are
automated.. Therefore,in ordir to _ensure that ,the ctimputer



programs are performing their function's ,accisrately acid
r

efficiently, there must be some conuton. way t.00 test them..

Once the functions' commonalities have been idintified,

Set of ,measures end standards can be determined, M6dified, and

applied to the particulsr- processing contract. The fir_st- step in

establishing the standards and'nieasures is to identify the
lowing critical areas that rat wire quility...coritrol procedures.

Prbduction controlThe steps of the production
. process require monitoring for 'ifficionoy and
accuracy.

Fiscal ControlCosts of the processing function must
be closely monitored to ensure, that the contract
remains within its budget. "Fs

AN

Software--The cceitputer programs that compute val.iiesi or
Fs informations which must be accurate and

efficient, should be thoroughly checked and \

continuously 'monitored' becauseeof their complexity,.

Productivity- -Some of the,qsteps in the processing
.functiori .are.manual: since laboik coati are high an
efficient mix of -labor and Michtfle must be
determined:

QC Reports--The 'Managers of the *contract 'must receive
the pertinent information .from the'' processing function
in order. to etfectively monitor 'all aspecte of the

,obntract.

r
dor ective Action--If the prOduetion, prOcess recruires
c nge.;,* here must' 'be`a mechanism. for effecting it
t at minimizes dislocations pnd time gielaye in the
p ocess.

Of-Data production -process mutat
rsccurate l.j format ion; or if adgitional44work,ore
corrections ate- need to rectify errors, the' process
is inefficient.. "

. .. ,. . ; -

Rework,' an Redundancy in PrOducti& Processes-71f the
production steps are not sufficiently atesigniacT,

'rinefficiencies and unnecessary backlocts could occur as
a result (at redundancy: , , -
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each. of these areas, methods frii- dev opingr QC1ineasuree

and -standards, are ccInsidir-ed. and particular 'steps. can be identi-i.
. ,

fled els being. amenable to quikntitative measurement. The remairi-
.der of this report .00ks at differentaspects of the processing

fungtion and ;,identifies areas, that shoulebe'monitored. Vor each

aiva a methodOlpiy for establishing. measure,s °and ,et.andardi
f.

developed. The -final chapter illustxate's the utility of applying
thisrframework to tile Pell process.

Eac'h' of the First fOur areas Keptesents particular 'comp6.-

tents of the :,pros
its town qh'apter.

ssing function and, is dealt with expl,,ictly in?
.The latter four are critapal, areas that trans

°end paitioula areas of the procesp and need to be addrest!lid by
managets in any of the processing +areas. QC reports and 60e-:

rectivee actions are matifgement toolts,used.to ensurelthat the
dirOduct.ion prOcbss is runctipg Smoothly. Quality of deeta and

,reltiork are areas that need to be constantly tested for so that
,-corrective actions may be quickly impl,emented.



CHAPTER 2

PRODUCTION CONTROL

The Rroceesing function in the delivery of student assis-_

tanc,e is geared .towardioducing a product. That is, the.fudc-

4.46n obtains a gat deal of data, procesoes it, trans foims it

Ant o'a set of information needed to delivdr'the service, and

prodd`ces'an output document. For exfample, the prtma4y processing

task of the PAll application processor is to produce a 'Student
-

' Aid Repdrt (.SARA . Other output documents, suchai applicant, ros- r

ters'And state agency-data tapes, are aim; produced But the-SAR

is the major output.

To ensure'itS,integrity, the production process should be

monitored at each step in the process. This monitoring activity,

fs'known as production control. Measures to reflect the actual

perfovmance.of the activity shourd be determined, and standards

ter perfordance:at each step ahould be established. Eadh step

will include different types of activities: some are manual,

others ardpure1y autoMatiOY and some are combined (manual and

S

automates). The measures and Standards assbciated.ivith each step

differ in nature depending.on the kinds of activities required ti

cipmplete- the step.

____Thelmadpes.4.14 functicum_in_delivery.sirstemm...fox tfigLatudent

assistance programa differ according to what data, are being pro-

cesseok, 'who proviies the data and-Who Uses the oiA,.put documents



produc However, one can identify genbral steps in. the

prOcessor fnctions.. The first

standards for production control of he (processor functions

should be to identify the steps within the production process..

Figurp1 shows tills. following steps, in the processing function of

step in designing measures and

the student assistance programs:
.,#

Receipt of Information-0-The point whprethe informa
tion from the applicant is received and sorted into
hombgeneous groups for processing. In the Pell pro-
gram application pKocess this step is the point.where
applications are collected and put into, batches for
initial processing, In the Campup-based application
system, FISAPs are ..received and put into batches sepa-
rating the : initial application from those being
returned for correction ".

4

Data Entry--The process by which raw data from paper
forms are key entered' into the computer-system. This
is' the initial data transformation step of the prO-
ress. Xor'the Pell program it also includes'entering

;?
applicant information or SABO received from insti-
tution into the DIMS, In the/case of the PI insti-
tutiosts can supply SAAB on magnetic tapes, although
onlya few institutions hevemeleCted this method of
data transmisaion. Regardlatof the entry method
(e.g., keypunch,, on-line key entry) , it is necessary
to enter data'in the SystemOlt certain points.

, . .

Data Edit-e-The process by which datf from forms
entered into the systei are checkedfor accuracy trid
consistency. This step is a more generic production
step than some of the otheirs'becaus04it. can Occur at
different. poihts in the procesi, sometimes more tha n

once. It can, be done manually or automatically. It
can also be folded into another productiorrstep. In
tile Pell application process, an application goes
through an initial manual editing process thdt checks
for -a -few -conditions- tsuch as signature) that would--
preclude the application from further Wocessing.

44'IN

- Co te--The actual processirig of the raw data is
trans (armed into the type of information needed to
deliver the program This step is usually an aUtoma-
tic'process performed by computer. In the OSL

17
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4 interest billing 'stem, lenders' requests for payMent
of interest on their portfolios 'of in-school loans are
processed and an amount computep. In the Campus-based
system, the institutional allocations are determined.

4

'Document production and Mailing --Each processor
produces .a primary document that is .sent to the
applicant. The document may be, a notification of
award, which confirms the -claim of the recipient or
lists errors in application. -This etep includes the
production of the document containing the correct *

inforingtion and the transmittal of that docament to
the recipient; In Fell, the document would be tie
SAR; in Canims-based -the 'document would be the awaild
letter; t
Corrections Procedures--The procedures for handling
inconsistencies or abnormalities in the production
:process "This step, like tile data edit step, is a
generic production activity. %Different systems handle
it in different ways at difiderent times. In most
cases, the corrections process,deals with corrections
to the information that comes into the processing
function. TrIese corrections are sometimes requested by
the sxstem,- which is part of this step, or they are
externally motivated., In Fill application proceising,
the apeplicant, is notified of any corrections required 0

and atIourpd to subiit'unsoticited correctiOns. Then,
when :comae, i.o,ns are sUbmitte4, the applicant 's record
must be upda ed ,and- perhaps a new SAR computed. '

While these major steps Cover the spectrum, of activities in th

1

4

processing functions, each has its own sequence. of steps. For a

deeper analysis of the° steps, of each of the prpociesing functions,

one may refk to 'Advanced lechnology's Compirability Report, June

1982.

MEASURES. AND STANDARDS

The tWO,,,,Major. objeCtives prold&Ctiptli'' control are tci:

,,EnSure, maxis, efficiency step

..gighlight deViations,,, om preestobliShed protection
,standard's
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given these objectives, the first-task in' establishing a pro-

ddotion"control coml;Onent of procesiOr

establicih meaeuresqnd standards for each step in the production

CC procedures Should be to

process. Critical points in each ,Atep of the processing fUr4ion

should be identified and-a'set of measures sand standards devel-

oped for monitoring the activities,required to complete thee step.

Since each processLng fUnetOn has its own structure for these

steps,' only general types Of measures and standards canbe'iden-
,

tift,e4 in this framework. The fraMework can then be applied to

specific production steps, as illustrated in the final chapter of

this report.

Information Receipt

Tle objectives of this step are to receive the information

and to transform the incoming document into a form that can be

used in the processing streami. First, this requires grouping the

different types of incoming documents -Into siotilar types of docu-

mentg. The crucial points in this.step'are the initial screening

of the information and the groupngctmvither. Therefore, the

activities tbat should be measured are:

How much information is coming in

How fast is' it_ being prepared for further processing

How yell theAroupinsts are 1,±_le ilia made

The standards for this step should establish tolerances for

the timing and ac curacy ofi these activities. This step is among

the most time-consuming of the steps in the productrion process,



rso

espe Tally When its design is not well conceived. Accuracy

shy. uld not be sacrificed for timelines* since an-errorwill

ause a slowdown and a retracing4( of a number of actions. Con

verstly, accuracy should not be achieved ftt any cost. A well-
,.

designed system should be both quick and accurate. Therefore,

is important to develop measures and stardardsufor both timing

and accaraciff which should- include:

Furthe

The turnaround" time forithe entire step tram the,time
information comes in to thptime it is ready for
further processing

The accuracy of separating'the information into the
. I

correct groups for processing

Sampling, which can be used as a measurement mechanism
for both standard if

,

specific\incoming d6c14ments should be identifitd, by the

for each type of document* and time of entry Should becontract

noted. The documents houId,--then be rechecked at the end of the

production step for time ness anf accuracy of grouping. Aar

documents can be dated in is way so a swmple can drawn at

any activity point in this st

Data Entry
\

Data entry. is.usually a manual, process that' iii relatively

time-Contiuming; The entry of data.from any type of form that

contains a large numbei of data items id con plet and OrrOr-prone.

_Slaw this ...tke.40114,P .dati wecTe4. tb

run the prOcessing: sYstem,eccuracyHis of utmost importance. If
the data entry is inaccurate, an error will diccur at omme point

in the process; usually further reworking or correction' within

the production process 411 be needed.

2-6



The developmeht,of measures and standards for thins step

should focus, on accuracy. Industry standards.4or this type of
T

data,entry should be used in the.evaluation of the actual produc-

tion process. Spe4fiying units of Measures is critical, since

.4

standardeCtan be applied .to keystrok.e64 ata elements, or entire

forms. goreover, data entry errors should be classified by types

of da4 elements, depending on the units of measurement used. In

the complex cases; judgment is required, since some data.elements

are crucial to further 'processing %While others, are less' important

and can be easily rectiiied-. In additiot6 standards of time-

'should be balanced to ensure Maximum accuracy. and exfici
",

ency. snikesimplest way toobtain measures of these steps is to

take. a sample of the data input doduments and compare the trans-

formed data Ath the raw. data.

Data Edit

This step can be 'performed-more than once in the produdtion

proteseplither manually or automatically. TIr objectives of

this step are'to ensure that:

Incorreci*data are caught for the right reasons.

The right responses are sent to the re cipiept
S

*Portion's of the activities contained under data editing can be

sub timed under other pteps. For instance, when data are

'cursory edits -Of particular_ itemsaan-be-done-and

hi

document fl.ftged r special, handling. Measures and standards
44. 4

cis be deveX,opes for use whenever a data editing step is
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a.

peeformed in the peocesiing function. Such 'Measures should

emphasize

Frequency with which tbe editing procedures are invoked

Correctness of the system's resprnse to the recipient

Aucuracy in the total editing process

-4' These measures are redefined as folloWs. First, the

frequency should measure the occurrence of each particular edit-

ing error (or those deemed partictilarly important) or: possibly

groups of 4itlbel editing errors. This celn be done automatic-
Y

ally if the edit iscomputerized or by a manual tally-sheet if

the edit is manual. "Second there should be a measure of cor-

rectness of the.edits. Are the edits 'flagging the correct: errors

in th'e proper way? Sample cases can be used for this mdasgre, ar
4 r4n4om selection of live cases ,known by some other criteria to

contain incorrect data itemlishould be used to test the edits.
a

Third, t is .important to measure tbe accuracy of the respdnirs.

This measure pertains most specifically to the manual editing,

re a form letter or some other device is used. However, it

can alsoarsoF apply in: a, more general way to coMputer. edits". A random

sample of an be flagged.to provide a general measure of

the accuracy of the procedure. Listly, a measure of the turn-'

around time should be used so that corrective time can be mini-
(

mized. This measure can be 'a part of the, overall timelidesz
,

4
%

measure 'of the production steps.

$
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This step is aimost always automatic; therefore Lthe main

concern should be whether the computations necessary for, the

accurate delivery of the program have been performed. An output,

document Is tIle end result, of this step and it mdst contain

accurate information.

The measures and standards for this step overlap with\rett.

ware quality assurance. The 'software quality .assumes pr
I

discusted in the next

putations are correct.

N

chapter,'Which should ensure that

ref;

'Sinte the central processors handle a
r.

large'amwt of information, inefficie it manual procedures in

a primary co*puting system, may be harmful to tpe overall pro-
,

eduction. Although the computation st4o may be th' least time-

consuming, timeliness standards should be set 'to alert Managers

Compare current performance to established standards
and historical performance

Compare the timelined4 of the step with other ptoduc-
.

-tion steps

Another measure for this step is a count of the number and

type of computes done for a particular time periods Alone it may

not be a very useful measure, but in comparison with prOduction

statistics from other steps it may signal pkoblems within the

compUtetestep.

Document Production and Mailing

This step is themain result of the processing system, one
.4 .

which usually includes bop. automatic and manual procedures,



'-Accuracy--in the sense of wsending out the correct document(s)\to

141 the correft applipant--and timeliness of production is crucial.

The development ormasures and standards for this step

should focus on the cor e ess of the output ddcuments and oth

information sent to vuit.. The-applicant should have

complete infdrmation toom ..inimizethe pumber of transactions
. ,I

within the system. Standards' should be set for the timeline

the production'and mailing or comMunicating the results.. The

crucial measures are:
4

First, the primary measure for this step Should be the
e

count of output documen.M produced by the system.
This measure should be used in conjunction with counts
from other production steps to ensure the,.integrity of
the system and that nothing is being lost. Control
totals across steps should be maintained on an enjoin
basis

Second, measures of accuracy of this-production and
process Should be taken. Random samples of

oUtput.documentq immediately before they are to be
sent Out should be cecked for the correct documents,
etc.

Third, as a part, of the overall timeliness of the pro -
duction process, the turnaround for this step should
be measured.

Cor rections Procedures

This tep, like data edit; is a generic step at may be

per rmed s veral times throughout the processing cycle depend-
/

Correctio4

-should-be -ha lea- efficiently and -accurately. --to minimi the

number of transactions within the system. This step s often

combinod .wi the data edit Or compute steps. Howeve once a

ing_on the stem and the' ,type. of coryection.

correction equest has been sent cut, the system must, a able to,

2 -10.



lumilie the correction When it .comes back; Individual records

have to be updated, information recomputed, and new .output

documents produced..
0

The standards for these measures should be focused on

reducing both the time of making a correction and the number of

times an individual's record mutt-be corrected. Once a-cbrrec-

hOW long does it take td get put back'into the

-k
system .and a new output document k\ Since correction

procedure standards 'almOst parall the standard for the rest of
1 '

the systeM, the timing should be less. Also, error resolution

standards should be set up so that effic mays to resolve

errofs are in place and work properly. Measures ior this _step

Timeliness-of the corrections put
they are deimed Correct

Types of error resolution procedures including fre-
quency counts of types of error resolution -procedures

Time necessary for flagg,Ins, a Correction to go back
out to. the recipient for furtbercorrection

The. efficilncz and effectiveness of resolut*on
pia ocedurea

ESTABLISHING A, PRODUCTION MONITORING SYSTEM

The peposes of establishing the perfo mances and measures

standar4 ,Are to _evaluate tbaLgigtvia Qpqr_tx gns_And. 1&_monitor

`Veffectively the prodiction process. There are ;two ways such

monitorit7 an assist managers. Pirst, it checks the current

status of the process. This is easiest when there is a single

11,



figure in eah step of',apredefined set of figurea_for each

(. step. Seevpd,,monitoring i(dicates to managers ttlat some part of
u

the process ls not perform:ing up to the established standard or a

t.rend is developing that wound, if not ,checked, result in a sub-

standard situation Briefly, a set, of -comparative statistics ( or
Standards). can be used to ,produce the information needed to alert

4 =pagers of production prObleps. The,dieps, required

push thii arcst
to accom.,

Identify a number -of indicators crucial o goy pro-
duction ,control . These ma ,y4nClude a-11 e asures, igt
identified in the previous sectioii or a subs ample; or;
particular me:pit s may be chosen to be reported in a
regular fashi w ere- other measures may be used on an
ad hoc or as-needed basis.
Establish Production standards in the systeM by
putting them on reports as Standards.

,;

Inisert the measures desirediinto the system' /ly
creating measurement mechanisms to routinely collect,measurement
store, and ratrieve, these data for future coMparative
-purposes.

as

Coniiruct the correct cooperative Statistics which
would be useful., 1°'

,
f

It may be possible to construct particular, statistics, such
aVerages, that tare automatically recoa4a3ted after additional

data are obtained. These data can eittter be kept as. pact of the
,

4 ' ,01.
.subsystem in which they are collected or be sent to a gentralize4
( . .0

_location where retiXeval would not distuPt the system. The
. ,

."
entire-system,can -then be. updated ion 4- daily Sucli tprodiac-..

tion statistics would- beep a useful management tool .t

The reporting fozmat for errors in the-production prone

is one of 'the- most impOrtant aspeCts of 4S1'A'sControl of

27



61.monitoring, especially of the processor func4qe. The. process

can collect a mountain of data Tberefore, care shouldbe taken,.

with the volume and types of reports. produced for WA. Reports

7

should be toncise andcOVer only areas crucial toOfective

management by OS 'A, with emphasis on'areai_of adbStandard

performanCe

The reports should be geared to, particular levels of 'mans-4,

gars in the OSFA. Daily, or weekly production Statistics by step

are not necessary for top managers; aggregated data oyez, several

steps can be accumulated for them. If exceptiOnal cases at a

specific step are highlighted, 'the information can be passed-
.

along quickly.,

%Once theApertinent items.haVic been the reports

should be ;'produced with data from-different time periods for com-

parison Arposes: For instance, frSquencies of edit checks over

the most recent week, an average over the last month and the

total to date -can be more informative than*just the weekly and

yearlytotals. 'Statistics of tends ar,-s impOrtant as comula-
.

tive statistics.- Also, if pos bid, frequency distributioms

rat4er.thaA averages, or in addlition.to averages, Should, be pre-.

sentedt Averages canithide,trerds that may be °Courting. or out-.

lying Cases that should be ide

:Ifa trend or a Statisti out^:of the -tolerance r,n9e----

it should bey' highlighted eith r with,a flag or in a summary,,
..

report. If put into summary erne, along, with, 4n explanation,
4 1

OSFA contract ma agers can glance at the report and obtain a



4

great deakl of information about areas of inimediate concern. One

disadvantage of a summary of exceptions' is that the projec
Manager mays become too reliant on the summary and not on the

report itself. The entire reliott, if done well, should be of
interest to the OSPA manager. ,



CHAPTER 3

rxscAt CONTROL

Establishment of fiscal ,control is a key element of. the

oVerall'contractor quality control system for the Processor,tu
.

tion. OSFA needs assurance that its vendors are perfOrming, in as

'cost-effective a' manner^. as- possible, without sacrificing quality.

This chapter detaili a methodology ,for estaAVishing contractor

fidcal contras. The level of fiscal mo

Type of contract (i.e., cost-plus-fix
contracts need different monitorir f
fixed-price contracts)

g should vary bkw:

d-fee ECFFF)
that of'

Size of contract (it may not be cost-effective
on-site Tonitors for small contracts).

Previous OM% experience with ..the contract

tQ use

Fiscal control should be established individually on a

contract-by-contract basis, for the reasons outlined,aboVe,

should be jointly establilphed by OSFA and the ccintractor.

It-his case, c_ontrols would be less burdensome to the cola

koi example, if OM required biweek3J reporting but thei

tor,accumulated-'costs on aiiem/moothly basil! the contra*.

would have to mgintain an extra reporting stream just for
,

OSPA contract. The following steps Are required to establieh

fi cal controls:
.e

I7eveloi fiecal conto1 guidelines.
4

identi maja cost centers for' measurement
. ,

Select specific types of costs to'measure' what)
P4:letermine methodology of cost measurement (how)
Identify the unit' of measure or,standards
(where)
establish tolernce .levels Thaw

30
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Specify gUidelines

Require response from tractor
Evaluate response
If applidAble, modify guidelines

Develop fiscal control syste, jointly withcontractor.

Flexittle budgets for low, high, and averagq
volume-
Reporting mechanisms and formats
Specific agreement on.guidelines developed above

Develop guidelines for OSFA,gonitorring.

On-site auditing
OSFA management'role j -

Reconciliation of reports to contract invoice
. . 41.

The. relationship between these steps ie illustrated in Figure
1

2. The steps are detailed as follows.

DEVELOP FISCAL CONTROL GUIDELINES

This section presents a cOmprehensive fiscal control syp-

,tein approadh:a0p14ed to cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts ObVi-
.

the role of *fiscal controls in ,vendor quality control

diminiehes in re/ationship to the ,dollar volume of the contract.

For example,' a $160,000 fixed-price contract ehould,not require

fAscil controls of, the type outlined -here. However F the meiho-'

doloyy detailed in this section could be applied to any contract.

The' -steps required to develop sound fiscal controls are outlined

hel04.

-past- experience should -play an important role -in

.developing fiscal-control gUide/ines for,any OSFA contract going

out for,bid. Fis controls, Should be establiiho4 fOr all major

work areas, 'or coat centerra, with oveirull cost kojections in thia

past.. 'Poi; exa,Mple, it may be necessary to establish tight,



ST P

DEVELOP FISCAL
CONTROL GUIDeLINES

Identify-Major
Cost Cehters

Select Sp'eCific
Cost Types

Establisih T6klerances

SPECIFYGUIDELINES

Obtain 4lesponse
A

6

Evaluate Response

Modify 9ati ines

-7"

FIGURE 2

FISCAL CONTROL SYSTEM WORKPLAN
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STEP 3

DEVELOP FISCAL
CONTROL SYSTEM

Flekible Budgets

Reporting .Mechanism

Specific Guideline.
Agreement

DEVELOP GUIDELINES
FOR OSFA MONITORING*

. .

On-Site Auditing

OSFA Management Role

.--1Invoice

ReconCilietien



Federal cdntrol.sfOr types of:.costs that have prOvenfdifficult to

control, such as computer time. However, it may not-be necessary

to use the same controls to monitor relatively immaterial costst

such as reproduction, costs. Identification of major cost centers

and tYpes of costs ,to measure should. also be

RelationShiR of coet.'cerCter to ,Volume
A

SO

Re4tions'4iP of:cOots'ote'center-to,the''tota;.*et

Inability to oeveiop cOntrois,
contracts

the second step center's are estimated, should'be

to establish routine reporting of all asao4ated costs
V

labor costs) to management and reporting of deviations for

eetabliahed,standards to management. This is currently done by

other government agencies and may be useful where qo contranit

history exists. For ex-braille( Housing and Urban Develdpment (HUD)

uses, tills procedure -for some processor contracts.

in this or other OSFA

Xlternatively,

direct (or "loaded") labor costs for all cost centers in etcess

of a certain percesftageof the contract should be singled out.

Third, after identifying major.cost centers and specific

v Rosts, a methOdology of cost measurement should be determined.

Basically, there are three options:

Jperson-hours (labor only)

Direct costs (labor plas other direct costs)

Loaded direct costs (inCluding.fringes, overhead,
etc..)

This 'decision should be.balsed on the nature of the procurement.

Person-hours shozld: only be..selected if,labor is a major cost
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(more than 60 percent of the total cost). Time and material.

contracts should be monitored only by using loads costs, since

that is how the contract will be billed. In general°, loade

direct costs sho not be used unless satisfactory monitorin

can be obtained via 816 of the other methods.
r

Fourth, establishment .of tolerance' levels must be cOn-

sidered. In general, an acceptable tolerance level would be a
.1.

percent variance around the standard unless experience shows that

costs fluctuate more theta that on a monthly-basis. A tolerance

level of less tha#r10 percent- would generate a needlessly high

volume-of exception reporting. The tolerance level (standar.d)

Should be ,applied. to-each major cost center. It is important to

remember

overruns.

that this is the mechanism

SPECIPY,GUIDsLINEs

Once cost centers measure0,-and standards are identified,

clear specifications for the processor mast be developed. *The

guidelines must not be burdensome to the vendor yet meet osrwa

requirements. Vendors should be required to de'velop a managemeat

plan for implementing cost :control procedures.

OSFA should then evaluate the response received to ,the cost

control guidelines. This evaluation should`address two quedtions;

Can the vendor implement a fiscal control-System meeting OSFA's

requirements?" And should the guidelines be modifiedto

qp. X

p.
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accommodate the 'vendor? In evaluating the. vendor's response,

the following.'factc;rs should be cOnsidered:

Direct responsiveness to the guidelines

Experience in peifo#ming this function on-o
contracts

Innovative , suggestions for improving cost, control.

'the, ability of the vendor's. i1 contract, costing
system to meet, the requirements

contractors with. Federal contracts will have internal

contract costing systems that will meet the guidelines. thus,

most vendors will not have to deifelop a new' system to respond to

OSFA requirements. 0SfAinight request..copiA of reports of cui-

rentlystemsv although some vendori.would be hesitant to release,

the reports?'

DEVELOP FISCAL CONTROL SYSTEM
-4

One of the first tasks to be, done should be to develop a

Fiscal control system. This 'would be done jointly by OSFA and

the contra or. When evaluating the contractors' system, OSFA

should not

The comprehensiveness of the. procedures

Apparent deficlencies(in the system

Contractors' suggestions that should be incorpora

These items can be discussed by the contractor' and ED-an

spirklcific agreement can be obtained.

A b et skould be developed for each majorcost cente'

will'become'the stand by which petformance will be

A

M



The budgets should be tied to ,the processing calendar
along with actual production schedules.4461.-In this pbast,. OSFik

:and, the contr otor should jointly develop a, budget for each cost
. .center. The step's required to accomplish this, are:

. _
Segregate fixed costs from variable .costs, which vary
in relationship to workload (e-.g., number of appli-
cants) -

Develop a factor for relating variable Costs to work-
load'"volume for budgetary purposes

This_process, can be done 'on a general leyel, since au4t accur-
acy is not.,,J'equired. It is. ,important to recognize that very few
costs are truly fixed, and variable costs usually do not vary in
direct relationship/ to workload. OSFA and the contractor -shoUld

tamember that the initial budgets represent a fi$cal control.
standard to monitor spending: a workable tolerance level can
serve as an effective early warning system to potential major
cost overruns. Therefore, the relationship between calendar and
budgets should be thOught through to produce, exception reports

when a problem occurs, but -not so often that the early warning
reports are oduced on a regular baiis. The final step in the
process ,should be to total the variable costs. Multiply them by

-the projected volume factor and add' them to the fiXed `costs to
ensure that the projeated budgee equals the bid cost. This step
can also bed tied to the production calendar.

Early warning systems can function only if they provide the
information on a timely basis. However, systems requiring weekly

x

nt, and burdentomeyporting will tend to be inaccurate, ineffi
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to the contractor. Monthly rep tin will probably not provide

the information on a timely basis Therefore, a biweekly (or

semimonthly) system may be-desirab This choice must be made.

by the:contractor so that it can be rofitted,easy into hiS

existing accounti.ng system. `\

Three levels of reporting are needed:.

Detailed reports for each, cpst center 4(to be reviewed
by the monitor)

Management summaries (to be submitted to the projept
:officer)

exception "reports (to be submitted to the project
officer and the On-site monitor)

r
Keeping the volume of exception reports to a minimumNshould be a

goal of both °SPA and the contractor. The effeitiveness of this

tool Will be lost if the volUme of rports is too great. in all

likelihood, this wilt involve adjustments, specially with a new

vendbr. These adjustmenta may include:

Budget- or tolerance-level adjustments

Requiring fewer exception reports for each cost center.
(especially on large contracts)

Such adjustmentl should a agreed to by both OSFh and the'con-

4

tractor.

Exception reports should include an explanation from the

contractor detailing:

40 n Arbgthir was ..a ..one..time 011 It occurrence

Reason(s) for the problem

.When it could occur again

Proposed budget mod fa ations

3-8
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Reports must be delivered Co both the on site monitor and

the*OSFA project officer on a timely basis to prevent surprises.

We recommend a one week timeframe. The on-site monitor should be

contacted in person or by Phone immediately when major (e.g. 25.

percent) cost overruns are detecte4--prior to report issuance.

DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR OSFA MONITORING

Auditing of fiscal control reports ahould he the responsi7

bilitytof the OSFA on-site monitor. Detailed ,guidelineb for this

process wi11 be included in the-next report. Basically, 'pey

include:

Selection...of .about 10 ,Percent of the reports at random
for review,

.Checking for mathematical accuracy

s.

Review of data for reasonableness, (e-9., verifying
that all three programMera reported from a cost center
really are_ there)

The on-site monitor Should also respond to detailed questions
,

raised by the OSPA ,Project _Offider, following up with contractor

personnel as required.

The role of the OSFA project officer in this area should

basically be that'of-a liaison, responsible for:

Review of 'reports for, reasonableness, requesting
clarification as reguired

arising informition to management

conciLing reports to contract invoices

3-9*
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1

Invoice reconclation ehould proceed smoothly. (In real

world problems Will occur, but, this is a theoretical 'sous-
,

sion.) It ehould be a simple mathematical prOcesa, of dding two

reports for a month and comwing the total to the inv

(



CHAPTER 4

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE

AA effective software Quality Assurance (QA) system can

within reasonable limits, that all software meets ED;ensure,

etandards and specifications and avgids the countless expenses

mid delays incurred when software problemA are discovered after

the system is in the production stage. The problems that res4t
jr

from an absence of software QA- are obVious. Minor software

errors can cause DiaSorsproblems in the normal processingcycle.

For example minor software errors in Pell processing can cause

Wats to be distributed with false iiformation, possibly causing

ineorriet awards. *n_error detected in the production tage

usually requires temporary tdown of the system poss y during

peak operation. When the a stem is in production all new applies-,

tions must be reprocessed along with the backlog that ace mulated

correction, adding to produc-
.

while the system was shut down f

tion costs. Software correction de quickly Often cangict be

tested as thoroughly as they Should be

leads to further computational problems.

This condition often

This chaPteriOutlines strategies which, if implemented,

could result in an effebtive processor software Oh system ih

OSFA. In order to avoid the occurrence of software problems,

number of Quality' Assurance/Quality Central teehniques "can be,

utilized. each strategy hao.specifie advantages and,dis;dvan-

tages, which are discussed in detail in Appendi$ B. The



following tedhniques are Coit idered:

Software, testing

Software verification

'ft SOftware validatio

.Internal control t4 hniques

In combination, these technic' es can'lsad to effective veri

4

e4

cation of softWare addi ions changes that can improve

overall effectiveness o eoftw re already in production. S nce

time and resources dedi ated Oulgity,Control,are"always

limited this discussio will foc4on practical methods

designed to maximize the uil of the software.

QUALITY' CONTROL AND ALIT' A

Quality control 19 softw

owed by the contractor to e

properly on a

procedures for minor software

refers to piredures that Should be

described in the -section on "informs

Quality AisuranCeLrefers to

verify that the specifications fo

tian have been impl'emented correc

almost solely responsible for al

the role of Quality ^Assurance

day-to-day_

.84

CS

efers, to t*e,procedureir fol-
.

hat, the software functions

ng the_ perfgrmalice of test

modific tions. Quality Control

llowed by the clontradior,

testin

procedUres used by. OM to

design and

ly. Since the contractor is

modificatiOns to the system,

to verify gs. careidlly as 20s-

sible the correctness of the e ire system, using a combination

of the appliable"techtiques de cribed in the following sec,ti

4.

4-2
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SOFTWARE. TESTIgG

Software testing is a

the processor. . Both informa

considered below.

Computer-Based Testing (Informal)

nc that should be perforlied by
4h

and 'formal techniques' are

Informal cOmputer-bised testing can be pertorMed by *he

contractor While modifying .toe systek. No formal reporte or

'approval fro,!ti,Erc-id necessary. This informal .testing shluld be

part of the normal activities of piOgrammers and systems'

analysts. Four .types of tests sipuld be performed as part of th

ongoing modification'or docuientation process. Often several o

these tests can be performed simultaneously.

Unit Testing-Unit tests
e
are performed on all gndivi

ual modules compiled separately. It is necessary t
Check, that each module functions according to the
specifications from which it was developed. At dac
step in the design and implementation process, the
correctness of the logical structure should-be con
finned by the coders and prdgrammers.

Subsystem Testiar-After completing the unit tist he
program moduli Should be tested as part of the te for
the subsyatem to which it belongs: Subsystem tes s
evaluate the performance Of a group of prolram rfoo ules
that normally execute' together as a unit w2-thin t e-,
overall system. Problems with individual modules are
not always identified until the modules are requi ed to
function within the framework of the subsystem.--

1/4

Integration Tetting-,-/ntegration testing checks the way
in which-aII or some of the system modules are Con-
nected. Specificallyi the communiCatiOn between Ole
,system modules 'is reveiewed.t.o. assure that the. InItislrstem
can receive and pasS data between individual hodules.
SiMilarity or compatibility of record and file formats
used the modules is one possible source of problems
identified by this process.,

Component Testing--CoMponent,testing confirms that a
functional unit within the systeM performs correctly .--
Functional units or components can consist of part, or

1 1 1 1 4 3 42



all of a subsystem or can cross,. subsystems. In a tom-
:ponent,test the functional unit is tested by verifying
that all the parts ofrthe system that deal with' tare
particular functions unit can be executed to. produce
the correct results. *For example, in the Pell'Proces-
sor some functional units in the corrections subsystem

"Ore the. processing f student requests for duplicate
SAR's and the prod = sting of addrees correction
requests.

Computer-Based Testing

Forial computer-based testing refers to the thorcilUgh test-
.

ing that follows customer approved test plans. The testp,are

designed to confirm that 11 system software meets the specifica-

tions exactly. Formal t = sting is usually performed when the

system is being evaluate but before its initial production use

The following ars four clifferenti types of formal'tests:

subsystem IntegratiRe TestingThis, is ,similar in pur-'
pose to inte,gratiori testing at tete informal testing
stages. During formal testing a much more 'complete set
of tests should be sPedified to ensure that the connec-
tions between all program modules are tested ,and
reported on. Sometimes the output. of the individual.=
programs and Subsystems will be sufficient evidence of
correct operation. In othc cases additional reports
must be ettablithed

Prototype Testing--Prototype testing is used to Check
theNtorrectnest of the basic,design of program modu;es
or.subsystems.- Testa are'performedcon A system which
is a precursoi to the final system ind may not inclUde
all the'features the final system includes. ,Prototype
testing can often give early insight into design prob-
lems whiCh can'thsn be remedied early, making for less
rework in the final sistem.

System Testing -- System testing is done from detailed
customer' bUtput._examined -thorOughly-by Aualified.per-
sOnnel.-s-All initial input and final output must be
correlated to all intermediate input and output. The
system test should confirm that the system specifica-
tions have been f011owed precisely and that the system
is completely operational. -If not, the system test
should identify the program units or subsystems where
errors have occurred. .
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Acceptance Testing--Acceptance testing is similar to
system testingbUt-it determines whether or not the
system can be accepted and put into production. each
subsystem is evaluated separately and parts of the , '

system may be accepted"while others require further
modlification or corrections. When there are no bugs or
only very minor bugs, the system (or =subsystem) can be
accepted far produCtion. It is not desirable to accept
a system-with.etrors of any type remaining, but due tc
time presstre" it is sometimes possible, to accept pro-
grams with errors such as improperly formatted output.
Errors o# this hature_do 'not Affect .the ~proper func-
tioning 'of, the programs.

Manua IN-Based; Testing-

Three. fnig4 'of manual software testing are useful. in the

evaluation of the design and ,completenes0 of system software.

-:----Manual testing undovers-ertorerwell before the is in pro-

duction and _is one of the ohly.Ways to discoNier Certain types of

errors Manual Checks.Can improve the mos:t.,basic unit of the

.4Z-4"17.
-system, the individual pros rapi. . Quality at'the program level 4

reflects,on the quality and'efficiency of the whole systeF.

Manual quality cdntrol.is one of the least, costly metWceds of

software'testj* one of the methods 'most "lama "ed.'

MOch more 'emphasitift,OPPletlbe put on the following manual te#1-

niqu

Design Evaluaeibn=.-Disd.gn evaluation refers to the
careful examination of the system'ind'ioubsystela design
by studying specifications documents...4 'F,unctionalA

. requirements, systeM specifications, and progigm speci-
fications are reviewed in search df design flaigs,
ficient deilign, or overall inconsistencies in system
Alesiqn

.4L

P
Product'Ealuation--ProdU-Ct evaluation reters to ehe
review .of the actual t,program code and alto isystem and
Trogram docuMentation. ThO logic ''end efficiency of the
odls.are :examined by,,am experienced programmOr'other

than the author of thp program. !l'hi ns evaluatio should
I

11.
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p.

bs performed before the copputer-baSed testing Of the
-system. s Problems found and corrected at .thisrAtage
will_ simplify the later system testing stageAnd
improve the quality of all the programs and hence of,
he overall system. The accuracy of the software docu-

mentation cat be verified at the same time, as the code
is reviewed,

Structured Pr rammin Tichnolo --Structured-program-
.ming, also nown as top-down prograTming, can be used
to improve the quality of the code, to st.andardize
internal program organization, and to malce' program code
more easily readable to other programmers. Programs
-flowcharted and written using structured programming ,

techniques contain fewer.. errors to begin with and are
much easier to debug because they are easy to read,
evert in the absence of program documentation. Another
structured programMing technique is the walk-through--
a set of techniques performed at _different times in the
software development stage. -. The. walk-through, executed
by a group of technical members of a,projet team,
reviews the work of,all employees. Program specifica-
,ticms, test preparations, code, and output ;are all

. reviewed for correctness and compliance with estab-
lished.dtandards.

SOFTWARS .VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Software verification and validation techniques can be used

by OSPA for quality assurance of the processor function. The

following techniquesbFould,be iptegrated into processor

..contracts,

'74!VerificittiOn

Software 'verificaticin is the pogessiof determining.whether

the resultS.Ofexecuting,system software in a tesenvironment.;'

agree with the original cificatiOns. Verification is con-

cerned With titi-darrectness of the software--
i

tha4; is, making sure the boftware.satisfies-the functional

requirements .defined i.ri the.,speCifcations. The following six



techniques uded,to verify software are normally used in

conjunction wits each other and/or other techniques.
o

Drivers--Driyer programs are written to perform unit
testing and some integration testing in the implementa-
tion stages offsoftware development. They are super-
fluoUscode that will' not become part- of the systeM but
are needed to test program modules. Driver programs
are often used to generate test data and to drive,a
group of other programs.

Test Data BaseA test data base .is a collection of
data that closely matches the actual data that will be
used in the production cycle of the software system.
The test data should contain records and files that are
representative of the variety present in the actual
data; although, the quantity is usually considerably
-less:, It is also important to create records, that con-
tain invalid data to ensure that the software properly
editi flags, or rejects' the data systematically.

Desitp Verification -- Design verification refers td the
examination of software specifications for the purpose
of finding design,errors before the software is coded.
After ;the contrattor has created the preliminary design
for the ,program modules, according to c stoner specifi.-
cations-, the customer reviews the softwe design. The
customer is presented with detailed technical descripz
'tions and flowiparts of What the software modules will
be like when completed. This avoids the creation of
useless software that would need to be modified 'at a
higher :cost rater in the development stage.

q

ExecUOIOn Analysis--:Execution analysis refers to the
automated monitoring of computer-based software testing,
and the collection of data from this testing. The data-
are then analyzed manually and used to predict the dur-
ation and cost of testing, and also the quality of the
software p oduct.

iAutomated etwork or Path AnalysisTh4, is a technique
that analyzes the program module source code to deter-
mine the minimum set of paths through the code that ',

will make use of all logical branches of a program
module. This technique can be used in the syste.m
implementation. stage of software development to opti-
mize code efficiency.

t.
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o, Statistical Prediction - -1n this technique errors are
inserted into the program module. code and the-program
is testedluntil all errors are found. A confidence
factor is then eoMputed which indicates the effectj.ve-
ness of the provramming and verificat.ion process.

Validation

Software validation is he process of determining whether

executing thd system in the faroduction environment causes any
4

problems. The syttem in this case refers not only to the soft-

ware modules but also to the hardware, user procedures, and
$f'

personnel Validafion is concerned with confirming that the

specifications and production environment information (used

initially in the designing ,of the system) are complete and

correct. Foltowin4 are three commonly used software validation

techniques:

Functional Testing--Functional tests are'designedIfor
a very specific functional -capability of a program
module or software system. The emphasis of the func-
tional test is on the specification rater than the
'overall program module. It verifies that the user
reguirements have been programmed carrectly. The testP-
also,can be used as a verification tedbuique.

Valiciation--t esigtOralidation refers .tot the
prose Lire oe designing a software system for finding
progmm'errors. This techniqUe is similar 'to the
design verification technique, but it occurs earlier in
the software development stage. Design validation is
basically a review of system software plans which are
analyzed manually to make_ projections for upper man-
agement ,and customers on project status, existing
jproblems, and Whether or not schedules care being met.

MattiX Analysis and Problem-Statement-Language--Thio
technique makes use of a forms-oriented language or a
formal syntax language to communicate the needs of the
user to thefamalysts. The use of this technique can'
facilitate the detection and elimination of logic
errors by the user because the Inalyst and the user
work closely in evilluating system requirements.

4
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Internal Control Techniques

Internal controls ace statistics and edits written into the,
ft

program modules and designed to perform internal checksympn the

performance of the_program module. Lnternal controls produce

data
(

to be used in perforence monitoring of the program. Six

internal control tebhalues are described here.

Limit ChecksLimit checks in programs, can be used to
identify data and combinations of data likely to be
invalid. The-Programa use a. series of software
instructions that compare certain conditions and refer
to a table that contains high and low 'limits for para-
meters. When errors are detected special reports are
created that report the error conditions to management.
4propriate actl,on must be taken to remedy 'the prob-
lems.

Record Counts- -The internal counting of records and the
review of" the cOunts is eihential to keeping track o
data within a system and verifying that the programs
are sorting or updating files properly.
Counts *are ) normally performed at least twice within a
program--once wl*n. the record first enters the program
and again at an appropriate point, usually immediately
before it is passed to another file or pr?gram.

Batch T tals and Counti--When a specified number of
11.twrecords etprocessed ibgeoler as a batch, -as they are

in Pell Vrtnt processing, it is necessary to keep track
of these baches as they-flow through the system. This
is done by calculating a batch total on a data/ field

1117common to all records in the batch. The bat.ch'total,
batch count, and batch number.are then reconciled 'at
appropriate points in system processing. -Any discrep-
ancies -twat be researched and corrected.

a
Control Totals--Control to,$.als are Statistics computed
on Significant data elements before they are ;processed
by the system. Totals on the same data elements are
calculated again during or at the completion of proceri-
sing by the software system. Control total' give an

estimate of the -magnitude of the software-errors in the
systeM. Record counts prpvide,similar information but
are concerned only with the volume of errors; control
totals are concerned with the value of errors

4.-9



Hash Totals- -Hash totals are calculations computed en
insignifidant data such as Social Security number or
serialized document number. Hash totals Are calculated
as, the data-enter computer system processing snd during
later eystem processing. Differences between these'
hash totals indicate missing records and sometimes can
be _Ivied ta identify-the specigic documents that, are
missing. \'

File Labels--Internal labels can be placed on magnetic
tapes to identify data records contained on that tape.
Header labels become the first record on the tape and
can.be verified by program software so that wrong tapes
are not read by the .program. The program can. Stop pro-
cessing immediately and alert the prOduction staff to
the error. This will save processing time and expense.
Trailer labels often contain record counts, and.control
totals, as described previously",

ApDITIONAL7CONSIDERATIONS
T

The following are additional issues that should be con-

sidered by OSFA when developing OA and OC guideline% for pro-

cessor contracts.

Privacy and SecurityThis is a complex problem when
large volumes of information are being processed
through a producticn,sciftware system. Basic precau-
tions should be taken at each step where the, data are

ri
handle by production staff. ,Personnel must be
infO d of'the proper metWods for treating confiden-
tial d to as well as their responsibilities under the
Privacy Act of 1974. After the data are keyed onto
tapi sr disk they are not easily accessed unintention,-
ally o security becomes 4 matter of limiting acess to
the siata and software to only those authorized to
handle it.

i

A
1111,

ex' S sterns CostsThere are numerous ways to
ze the costs og operating a large software'sys-

Many of the previously disdussed OA procedures
improve the._ al. And...efficiency _of. the. _software:.

om the prograM module unit up to the entire-system.

itAlthough
there is an initial, personnel cost `in imple-

menting these OA techniques, the cost of operating the
,Etst,em on a day-to-day btis can,/qe reduced drastic-
ally. /t is-important to keep'central,proceasing unit
(CPU) time and size to a,minimum.



Program Change ControlsAll program module source
codes should be protected againit unauth-orized changes.
The use of a secure source library-system, like
PANVAIXT, can help control usage of a source code. The
object code should also be protedted, but due to' its`
natured it As not usually' as easily modified.

DocumeptationComplete documentation for a large soft-
ware system oath as the Pell Grant system Should con-
sist of at least a maintenance manual, users' guide,
and systems overview documentation for nontechnical
personnel at pok.

Production Control ---AAControl detailed plan must be written
ithat s sPecific enough to be followed routinely by the

production staff bat flexible enough to account for the
daily fluctuations of quantities and types of-data.\
Each member of the production team should be assigned
specific types of duties and authorized to perform only
these. duties; Whein problems of any type occur, the
method and the person responsible must be clearly
defined.*

Data zmaiL --The handling: and staring' of data should
be outlinedti,fn 4the production plan. Data must be seri-
alized and f led in an organized and sepute manner.
procedures ter, transferring data must be set up, and
all data p essed by the system should be _clearly
marked%with its fins, 1 destination so that operators and
production staff do not misplace any data. Careful
daily documentation of processing will guarantee that
all new data units (tape cr disk) will be easily acces-
sible when they are required'in future processing.,

I
Magnetic Modia'Contria--In addition to the careful
organization and of tapes, previously described,
they require additional cars. Tapes must be protected
against environmental hazards. Backups should be kept
for all system tapes. In order to reducelthe volume of
tapes proceduresishould ben established for disposing of
those no lon9er/heeded.

CONCIAION

Software hqualiti ntrol and quality assurance have an

importlnt function in an overall quality control system for the

student aid processor function. ;11 the_final chapter the tech-
,

4_

7'niques outlined Sere are applied to the Pell processor.
t.
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CHATTZR 5.

PRODUCTIVITY

The processing function is composed of several production

steps, some of whiCh.involve manual activities, Particular

attntion should be paid to manual activities because:

Thiy are usually the slowest activities in terms
processing.

Labor costs are usually a very high percentage of
total costs, so-for a given processing system these
costs should be minimized.

4
In pricesses with unevenness in processing (i.e.,
peaks. and valleys) , the labor function usually becomes
most sensitive to, changes in level of processing.

of

OSEA monitoring of Manual activities for effi-cifincy shoUld

not focus on personnel efficiency. Instead, it should focus on

how': personnel are fit into the

were out in a general way

ties should be scrutinized for

processing rather than for how

production steps. These steps

in Chapter 2- -that is, -the

how well they use personnel in

oductive personnel are The

most efficient production process' is the one that-most effi-

cieatty combines personnel and mechanized devices. Too much

labor per unit of machine resuas in excess capacity, and labor

costs Will be too high. Too little labor will slow down pro-

cessing, and accuracy progiems may occur.

-The 'most--direct Way -to assess productivity\in a: - roduction

process is to begin by looking at the different, prod ction steps

and the manual. activities within them. These "steps hould

Bide with the cost centers i.4ntified in the proces At this



klevel, data on the number, cost,, and time

costs can be gathered and compared.

STAGES IN ,MONITORING PRODUCTIVITY
\

1 There are two stages in monitoring `productivity,

stage is establishing efficient ptocessee for manual actiVititii.

This can be taken as atgiven, or it can be varied if it is deter-

mined to, be irtIfficient.1 The second stage is the ongoing moni.

Loring of resource requirements and the mix of personnel and

mechanical devices over the course of 'changes in the parameters

'of.the process, including, the level of incoming doouments. This

tmo.stage approach -is analogous to establishing measures

standards.

The establishment of standards must rely on the ,judgment of

0SFA Managersl.experience, and the, ability of-the contractor to

be flexible. With a lack of infofmation On.histotical trends on

productivity, a method for assessing maximum efficiency must be

devised., since mechanical devices are labor-eaving, they Should

be used as a standard ,of performance. The number of these

devices that can be used-and the number of peaple who can use one

device Should be calculated. Observing working patterns of idle-
%

time or overtime forgiven levels of incoming documents should

give a rough Idea of how efficiently personnel are'being used.

Changing the,ratio of personnel to machines and seeing g-What

effect thishas on processing time should give an idea of the

optimal mixture of personnel and machineS. In activities where



-

ere are, no machines, observing processing or activity timelind

rying the number of personnel should give an idea again of. how

e activity may work more efficiently.
0 T

In this initial step, data should be collected on, the-nuMber

and type of people,-how much they work, the number of mechani7ak

devides available, docuMent volume, and turnaround time. Multi-

variate statistics of ratios per unit' of voluMe or ratios by
t

,turnar"Ind_time should be computed. These, then, become the

standards to which -subsequent measures are compared. They hold

constant variable volumes and turnaround times.

The second stag'e of the monitoring procedure is mdrely,

collecting the same kinda,Of data and computing the appropriate

If the relationships between labor' amount and voltme

round time are stable, then as volume grows0.t will be

possible to predict how many additional
f

required and what their cost should be. Total contract-cost for

personnel \will be

-
a small time pertOd will be directly estimable. Also, if the

treatistics basin to vary significantly, it should be possible for

management to pinpoint approxiMately where the bottlenecks-are

and how to eolve them..

This kind of monitoring is actually :easier than it Isoundi

bedause the measures are based upon the assumption of "Suable,

relationships rather than economies or diseconomies of. Scale in

the processing function. That id; if fixed costs must be changed

drastically at some threshold leVel of document yolume, or ig the

training facilities pr personnel are not kept at thejame.pace
vt-



as the need for a particular type of Personnel, then the''statil-

ties will not be 'accurate,..

TASK SCHEDULING AND COST MANAGEMENT

For extremely large pvocessor contracts, OSFA should con-

sider establishing, jointly with the contractor, a,task schedul-

ing and monitoring system that Would enable OSFA project monitors

Monitor Performance on a previously estblished
performatce schedule

Estimate the cost ngs of changing performance
standards in steps in the product on process

Es,blish of reliable mechanism for estimatO.ng staff
requirements for each step in the productiOn prodess

Estimate the coliti of Major delays in the production
4echedule, such as congressional delays in reconciling
the program budget or final,Family ContribUtion
Schedule i /

'Currently, a number/of automated sysiems could be used for

this purpose. In partiqUlar,- the Departthect,of De ense uses

these strategies for the management.bf lac se clef

If OSFA were to use thi strategy, .a variety of options would be

e projects.

available, including; ,

is, Requiring the
system and to
control, and p

Establishing a
that could be u

Issuing a separa
control and sch
cont acts in OSF,

essor contractor to establish such a
t for production control, cot

duptivity management ;

oet control scheduling system in OSFA
ed to monitor. the OSFA contract

e contract for the purpose of cost
u ing of large processor vendor
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The saXection of a. strategy for developing a task sOledul-

and 44et control system: de ehds on the goali of the

Department If the processor c ntractor maintains such a sys-

tem.,. the first is the most viable Option. Since °SIPA does,not

currently live experience with"Such a system, the feasibility of

he second two options is limited.

:The ue of an automated task ".scheduling and ,cost monittiring

system, has tthe potential to improve production effiendle for

manual ac4vittes, If. the two-stage prOcess described"above were

used to develop prd.,ductivity ,measures and standards these .

pp.

requiiements could beentered into the system-and monitored'

part of the'werall system. .In fact,''alL aspects of qualiti c
,

trot and processor contract- managemet,q considered here: cquld be

VffeCtiwel,Sonitored through ,a cost control
411-

idered in move depth.in the ee5ond repOit, Onveridorwill be t
.

ppocesear.,



1QC REPORTING

The irevious chapters identify areas in the.processing

function where qualitymntrol standards and measures could be

establilted. This chapter 'considers, the Ways in wftiCh the pro-

censor' function should be monitored and how the ingormatiOri.

gathered for quality/control can be conveyed to the managers of

CHAPTER 6

MONITORING. AND CORRECTIVE AC'T'ION

gr,

/

the system. This chapter does not deal directly with the quality'

assurance role of ED and how it should perform that vole. This

'topic will be considered in a secorld'repgrt. Tnstead, this cha

ter Considers -the relationship ,between OSFA and the contractors.

for processo r contracts. The three critical areas for monitoring

QC componen. s of processor contracts

porting

Monitoring

Correctivg action

Quail control_re2orting is the

cxnitne perfordance of the production

way La "which the,data collected .

process are conVeyed to OSFA

,nagers. The'flata should be timely aed,accurately reflect the

Onditiorr of the system without overburdening the managers with a

rountain of use) eds statist -ics. QC Monitoring is the method by

which the production process is, evaluated. This involves who

-should do the monitoring and what roles the contractor and. ED

should play in the monitoring. Corrective action s the way in
we

which problems th the system can be_corriected mast efficiently.



That is, hov;r should a decision be made on what corrective action

should be taken, and who should-make thatt-deci ion?

QUALITY CONTROL REPORTING

If all aspects of processor quality contra

this report were implemented, the production pr

produce several reports based on data collected

describing the condition of the process.

discussed in

ess would

r(1111Veas

repoir:t0 would

contain information on production control, fiscal 4) trot,

software performance, and productivtyt There would be .a great

deal of informatiOn--probably too much - -to be review by-the

managers of the system. the go of the repbrting'sy tem should

be two-foldf

The reports should cspntain only the most cruLial
information on a _routine basis needed by ma gers to
effeetively =orator the system.

Various levels of 'reports containing unique nforma-
tion (or -just aggregated information) should be geared
toward different-levels of management.

For contracts subject to intensive and routine qu lity

control specifications, the types of reports should f4 epecified

before the contract implementation stage. This report identifies

specific areas in the processing funotionrthat should eoni-1

tored. In addition, given the unpredictability of,th policy

°:process, additional information may be required. H ever,'6SFA

managers should decide which of the areas identifie are most
,r

crucial for managing purposes. Information relate to these

areas should be reported routinely to OSFa,projec monitors.

6-2 57



'.'.'Other types of A.nfcrtnation can-be' included itn the Cr .sYstem but

^p

reported on ally when. QC standards are not met.

OS FA. management should' decide .11e timeliness, of the data

and how often, they ehould be reported. 'The lag betwen the pro-
ductiontof data and the g nitrated report should be minimized for

crucial data.
For most of the large- processing contracts, numerous ,people

at ED need o know the.perfc;rmance 4of the processing function;

Different' groups hai'te different information requirements. 'Some

groukps are related horizontally, such as managers in, contracts

who are in' pharge, of controlling costs of automated data proce08*-

ing. Other managers are related vertically., Top management in
-0Srik should be concerned only with summary reports or special

Prbb]ems facing the processor function, ,SoMe groups are interes.:

ted 4.n the actual operation of the proCissing steps, wile others
are concerned with how the processing function is Perfoming in
the context of the overall delivery of the program. The reports

must reflect the divergence of the groups ana their information

need,s. In the development of- the processing function: the top

level nagets of the system must identify who should receive
what types of reports containing Csehait types of iriformation.

lower-leVel managers who monitor relatively small,

well-defined parts of ;.the processing function should receive the

- moat -detailed, infortnation on those parts--routinely4.-

;nation may be simply specific costs within a cost center--:or.

number of applications rejected or corrected for ,the computer



a r'

edits in the system. Going up ..he managethent ladder, the reports

should be gea.red to;thee.major. interests of each manager and the

data aggregated to ...the appfopriate.level For instance, a mama-
-.

ger intereited'in applicant flow in the Fell program may want to

know only the number of applications in the previous week, month,

and year -to -date as compared to last year at the same time Such

a report is simple., but-~t gives the manager everything he needs
a know at aglance...The reports should 1:)e rehensive but not

filled with extraneous infbrmation.

QUALITY CalT110i. MONITORING

The processor and ED .shduld. both monitor the processing

contracts. The roles differ in that the contractor should be
more concerned with the quality control prdcedures in .thee System,

while ED shOuld ,play, a quality assurance role and evaluate the
contractwor.'s procedures. konitoring should be done on several.

levels, ranging frop oductionwstepl or activities
1.14thin those steps to the overallsystems, This 4emands that the

contractot,monitor 'and' evaluaitei tth4 system in an .ongoing way.

The most effective means dfor an ongoing evaluation of the-

-system is to have the contractor establish a quality control.teant's

independent of the production process,. This team should spend

full time 'evaluating the system and trouble-shooting areas of
.

pa,entialeproblerp,s. The 'size .of the on-site team -should varor

depetading upoir the size. and ,complexity, of the production process.

Te'.team shotild observe the pr,9PqPs'nd try' 'tea anticipate

,a.



problems in it. ley to do this is to have the team receive
its own set-of reports from the system; in great enough detail to
-identify potential problems. In turn, the quality control team
.should submit reports to the higher level of management of the
contractor and to the ED managers. In addition, this team should
act as an intermediary betvaen the ED managers and the contrag-
tor's managers of specific QC steps.

A problem apparent in the ED monitoring of processing con-.

traCts, especially large ones, is the Lack' of intimate involve-
,

merit in the day-to-day operations, As wi n alluded to earlierpF0
managers often split their duties between a number/ of activit,iee.
As a resuit, they rely on the contractor and on ,reports for
information regarding the operation's. For large contracts, ED

, should monitor ,contracts on-site especially when the acual work
site is more than 50 miles from Washington. The responsibility

the on-site monitor should be, to oversee the operations in a
general sense and .to make the immediate decisions necessary from

/ED. In _addition the ,ori-site monitor should be the 'key cotannini-

*- cator of inforMation between the contractor and OSFA and the

first point of contact for each side,
Although OSFk shothd be concerned about the-efficiency. and

effectiveness of the 'processing function, it should not be
closely involved in its operation. Therefore, OM personnel

- ----, should not -seal directly with -the-quality-control aspecti of the
contract. Instead the contractor should be the responsible for
seeing that the operation runs smoothly. It is more appropriate

f.
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for OSFA. personnel to evaluate the qua control procedures

and determine how hey can improve operations The reports ,OSFA

receives should re ect the kinds of civatity control procedures
#

the contractor has put.in place. When the reports 'show a prob.?

lem, ED should step in and inform the contractor, that the Opera-
1

tl nieds to be changed and then closely watch to ensure ,its

successful alteration.

QUAIJITY cpqmot, CORRECTIVE ACTION it

A mechanism for implementing chang e in the 'processing func-

tion should be established, and when a change is warranted for

some reason, co restive action should be taken. Seth the Con-

-

tractor and psF should be told of the changes and4heir impli-

Cations. The 4,Rternal quality control team should be able to

identify needed changes and determine, with the contractor how to

make those changes.. The '4oplosedNroeth9d for monitoring tilt pro-

cese shoUld aid the,change procedure, This information can be

passed along to the on-site" monitor who can evaluate/ the proposal

and give some indication of ED "acceptance. This can then be

passed to the Central 'office of ED which should make an informed

decision, given the information "of the-contractor and the assess-
,

went of/the mOnitor.

If OSFA wishes to initiate corrective actions in the pro-
..

issor function it can convey its information to the 6n-site

monitor who can eVaIiiate-itinterms:ot-the7impacton.the-systia,--,---7

and then gather the contractor's reaction to the proposed change.
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The onitor can then act as an intermediary who knoWs the -opera

tion wettl and yet represents the interests. of ED reement on

how the change should take place and What the fisial impact s .

*
should come quickly raise the lines of communication are open.



!4.

iltpctssog .QUALITV, dp+NTROi, IN THE PHU,'
APPLTPTION sST40

The issues of quality control ,of the processor function for
!';he taraneProgram are considered eXplictly in this 'chapter*
Which.has :twe sections:

development of4'12C measures and standards \for the
processor system

nui, 'use of a sarnp1 for imprOvied the vendor
prOfessor furiction1,1 ',

t of the data' needed to motitor 'the -system
effectively sbOUld be derived from .the universe Of ainalicationsf

some can be ob a ined from:, a ,samp.?..e of applications. - A sample can

be used in tuo ways:
s a Spot check. of the syst.eM in the production stage .

the measures and standards -referred to ins the
f011owi section.tisa siimplee.of applications* SAM:4,,
and so rth to .check,t.he accuracy of the system.

As a free7standing of., e PrOduct of the 'system.e

'A'sample Of applications can be ,used in a wide variety
of mays .beyond Management purposes.

QC METISVRES AND STANDARDS

The previous cl*Ptex,:ig-Of. this rePort develop- a, frame
- A e

for eitablishing a ey ektem of measures and standards'., of pen"

fOrmance for different areas of; student a processing contracts.
The fr'amew;>rk provides a, voay to srdizitor :the 'e ,1 professor



4,

Production control

Fiscal control

Software quality assurance

Produclitty

In addition, the overriding concerns of QC reporting,

quality of data, and research underlie the discussion of each of
4 '

the areas. The quidelines established forIthem take into account

these concerns. If the correct measures and standards are

established,/and they are reported effectively, 'then thev,systam

should produce accurate data in the most efficient methdd

possible.

The frame4prX proposes a methodology for developing measures

and standards for the generic/steps of any student aid processing:

ft.inction. The purposes of this chapter are to identify the

crucial areas fore tIC within the -Pell application processing

flinction and recommend gi.delines to devellop measures and

standards of those areas of performance. Appendides to this

chapter contain sample report,formats and more specific gudd4t

lines th#t can be used for the Pell contract.

Production Control

e ,

,

The Pell application process includes the production steps k-

outlined in Chapter 2. Consequently, the p uction process can

be broken do's into six steps:4

Receipt COintrol--The pant Where th /in tial applica-
Onl-Cdrreetion-telephone cal/. data-tape-from -an-"'-
E site comes into' the "system-,



Cursory Edit --The point.ai Which the first stage of
editing is done on the application or tape

Key Entry--The point at which the data are put into
the system

ComputeThe automatic processing system which
conducts edits on the da for consistency and also
canputes an SAI

SAR ProductionWhether r*not an SAT can,bp computed,
production of an SAR; which is sent to the applicant

Corrections Processing - -Where corrections to data are
.1114de in order to change the data on the. SA1

The Objectives of a production control system are to

Ede e that applications move from one production step
to the newt in the least amount of time without
sacriticing accuracy

1 I

Keep track of where the Applications are in the
process at any one time

Achievement of these objectives depends on effeptively
monitoring the .production process., To a'acomplisbihist the

_____processori-slre 0okt:fag 'sirtitetti-mu-st- show:-

The mdvement of applications- through the diffe ent
steps

The. time for each step or group of steps

-op The accuracy of each step monitored from an overall
perspective

Measures and. standards $or actIvitiee in each
production step

In receipt contro, co

preparing them for the ini

Ooncern. An initial count

ting tIce incoming applications and

editing are the two` areas of

equired o reconcile with the



counts of appiicattons at other points in the process. Ale*,
4

).
the .applications' must be put. into the proper form so they may be

easily reviewed for errors. The critical measure for this step

is a count of the incoming applications at specifi;c times.

In the case of telephone calls, the number of completed

calls .and the accuracy-of theresponses are 'of concern. :The time

a caller is on bold awaiting assistance should be minimiied.

_Once a calletis connected to an operator, the caller should

receive helpful information. From a management perspecti e, the

measures of this, activity include a count of the phone cal s that

are put on hold. For an accuracy measure, a selection of t

of questions ekould be developed and individuals ehould calf. in

to see if correct answers are given. In addition, to measure the

effectivemess of the activity, ratios could b,e develloped of the

number of phone calls per applicaticri. This measure would

indicate how .the whole system works aid is'.understandable to to

applicant, and provide a projes ion of the number of calls there

will be at different levels of volume pre;-&-e- The goal

this step it to ensure accuracy: the grodPs mdst b

if the. appropriate treatment is applied.

The -key en y step -the start of the a tOmated system. It

critical to co t the ,lumber of applications _going into till

system and measure the bac,clog at this point,.a's well as the

accuracy of the key entry.., The measures of the backlosLin key

entry should be ,set ug at specified intervals in he proCessim;

calendar. And the key entry accuracy should be measured witha.

sample of applications thrOughout thq' year:*



In the compute step, the proced

critical measures are the accuracy,0

whether or not the mach

in the correct way.

e is' automatic. The,

e compute procedure and

-edits are flagging the correct items

Sot re quality assurance determines the

accuracy of the compute om test cases,* ut from a production

control point of view, the stem must produde accurate S

4Ificiently for different vo of applications., The n

times particular editsare provide important information

he system should be noted

At the SAR praductibn step it s necessary to check that the

data transmitted from the compute a a accurately transferred to

on the quality of the data and

the SAR, must "be mailed out along with the proper 11

information to the corrects applicant.1 Counts of SARs beirig

produced and the number of SARs mailed out should be kept, and

Spot checks should be made on the accuracy of infortatioil on

shR. Finally this step in the system should be used as a

for timing how long it takes an application to make it throug

the system by following a sample of applicarions thro h t4*

process to their 'final destination.

The corrections process must dispose o correctio

most expedient way and ensures; thatthe correct data are\entered
k.

into the lytem. Sampling of incoming corrections should biSimard_e
t

to see Whether the correct data are being used. The IoUnts cof-

different types of corrections should be tracked foriboxrective

actions purposes.



In summary, the types of information on the different

aspects of the system can be combined intb the same oar a small_

number of eports. Appendix Al contains a aeries of sample pro=

duction con, of reports. At at managerial level, all the

information lted above for each step should be included. This

"would
giv

Report

in

t
he

an overall view of the performance of the system.

of these various steps can be done by groupingthe data

different-typeesof applications such as those: eligible,

se valeidated, and so forth. Whichetrer way they are grouped,

basic information on. their status should be included.

Piscgl.Conx41
t

The 'applidst

r

e

cOntrOI sydtem to the Pell
,

Prc'eessing sYsteiS appears inAppendix B. To ade-

e.itabiltiK 4 fiscal 'dontrol system; the cost ofeach,

oa step shoul.d. be:thOught throtigh'ethesti of time so it can

irate rated /ih the'sYstes. The 4stsl dontrP1 system' should

be a Pa0 6f .01P'sYstM and not rein parallel. The steps for

ensuring t4St t114; correct issues are 'addressed by the managers

ate outIinda in the.aipeiidik.- The ess44's are grouped into two

steps X those to, be addressed rin the quidell e: and 2) thoSe
'

tb be addregsed after basic agreement has 'beene

contractor. Appendix aalso,,contains report formats

h the

t cart be

utedtoiMoniqtr)We cost, centers. Mettle formats uhich ate

0

e f



general to the spedific' steps but can ,"ea
specific ones, are for the lowe'r

,track of specific fuirction . The re

control for the -level' Q. volume, thu

stand&rdizad mists across volt.td04'.

Software. Quality Assurance

For any software cirtain
ensure the performance of t

sr

y be applied '.to

nagersho must keep
is can be scaled to

nagers to have

,

es ,s should -peifctrmed

Rsaft"wareC e of ,t.hAse t

manual. ttbd some` are autorti
z

Appendix' C presents 'a itt trix or sOftware to

glare'

ic, :us ng:differ nt*t of data.
tin techniques with'

t -sexhadstive,' and

t de/Sends on the 'type.

a trade-off-between

their advintaged and isadvartages. The'

not all tests shou necessarily b+used.
of sciftware and its' riiirpose. Arso, there
the - increased 4accUracy of a test 4nd its cos

-F9r the Pell application Software, ext.e sive testing should
:

ybe done on the comput.ing' argorithm' for accur c'anod.Sfficiency
,

, .
N._

for large voitznes of data-. Also the eat the ks must be
. ,

thoroughly teste4 to ensure they producd_t;ba-storrect etiit for the
_correct condition. Eaemanagers tiliould decide witli 'zists er,e the,

4,

most cost-effective and give theesirekt results
Productivity'

The Pel). applicationprOcessing system contains several:
4 -C1 0..manual srocesses that repairs significant amounts of-4appor.)

Since laboi costs are generally higher relative to Other types of
`costs in' a processing si/Stemi 'they, must be closelielknitorecl.

.40
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The manual processea must be efficient, in terms of not
creating bOttlenecks in they system, and be accurate. For /

monitoring purposes, the prodtistiviti measures can the

structure of the cost contrql measures, since labor costs are
major costs in the steps which the_y occur.

In the Pell application proCetising system, four possible
areas may b., :amenable to prdductivity measurement. In the
information- receipt step, applications trust- be taken out of
:envelope! and put into .!homogeneous groups for further processing.

Alio, .applicants who have.,protil.emsjor writ .to- check on the status

of their applications may tel.ephones the processOti In the SAS.

production step, SARs automatically 'generated must be put into

envelopes along with the other'.'iinformatior sheets.

. :corrections require' letter or itiMe other type of
andling, people rust ;be used to generate the type of res

hould be sent,back to the aPp13.can't.

QC measures and "staridetrds for prothictivity repor

track the number ofiperson-hotrs reguited templet each step,
the accuracy of their irk and the numbed of Ira =act 4ons they
handle'. -S,tatisticS can be generated using Prod xi' and

fisdal measures that:. produce standardized mess

relative to other costs in the system. They

abor costs

quickly the manual process is performed. Appendix D prese 'ts

_sample r iport format Vning pr_0104mit
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Measures by steps should'incl
t,

involved in the, process by'hou

actions .take place durin

regularly repoFted stelt stir
1

accuracy: of th6 proces a shot' d

ensure that the proceis Utili

without saCtigiCing adcu acy.

s or

cifi

the

QC GUidelines

Thie'section,sUggS a'

.Control .component of the*,

guidelines are^ conSid
Y.
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given and the technical.appendices provide a'general back-

ground for specifying the type of measures the contractor should

dexelop as paFt of the CC system.. Appendix E displays the mini-

mum requirement 00A should reqUire for effective monitoring of

the Pell contract.

Another aspect of QC fob the Pell processor contractis the

task scheduling and cost control §ystem.utied as part of the

project management. plan. EXtremely large production4,contracts,

like the Pell processing contr.act, benefit from a systematic

twroach to these issues. Specifically, the areas of production

control, fiscgl control., and productivrty.can be improved through

the use of a cost scheduling system. The requirements for such a

system should`-include the following Capabilitieek

A cost control. Gantt chart for each phase of the
process or function that displays the schedule status
of activities to be accomplished within they Babeline
Cost Estimate (SCE)- funds. available'

A cost status report that lists fixedsand variable
costs -with associated activities

A resource analysis report Which describes,-in
dollars, the status of funds (budgeted or actual)
within each cost cents of the BCE

4

A cost - versus -time plot of budget-versuS-.obligated
f s for each cost center of the BCE

A ritical'path of the activities management network
that routinely reports planned and actual achievement
of planned project activities

The outputs !would fullx describe for the OSPA.Project

rector the status of the-processor schedule and budgeted vs.

actual (obligated): funds The expenditures, obligation, and

7-10
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real,location of BCE funde by the.contractor should be stored in

file data base for such a sVstem, enabling the contractor or OBFA-

manager reviewin4 the projeCt to call it up fOr a review,

analysis, or update of project, status. This type of task,,, and

cost scheduling sYstaa its widely utilized by the Department of

Defense contractors are easily adapted to..the processor function

for Pell.

The purpose-lof this chopter id to apply.the general'frame-

work develOped earlier in the report to the 1 applications
.

,

,

processipg f ion. This: chapter. identifiesisPecifiC data

necessary to effectively manage the contract and to ensure ihe

coatractor is performing to efficiency. 'Appendices A. B

contain sample reports for each of the critical areas in the

processor function order" to provide a coherent picture of

how, these reports can-be useful in monitoring the Pell processing

.contract, an example of a package of the saMple report0 for a'

sample- cost ceflter is presented j-n Appendix F. he .hformation

receipt cost center has been used, but this set.of forms can be

adopted, to other-cost centers.

This example shows what kind of infprImaion a Manager would.

receive from a particular cost center. -The package of reports

on the cost center would be incliided in a larger package of

the package of statistics on the cost center are the following

kinds of reporti:

Production control statistics- -These would give an
overall indiction of the ctivity level of the cost
center. In addition, the accuracy of tile particular
step is displayed as an i dication of how efficient
this step is in compariso to othef-steps.
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Fiscal control' stati ticsThis would give a breakdoun
of particular kinds f costs incurred in the cost
c'enter. Also, the di ferent costs are standardized by
a volume indicator.
Productivity statistics. -This teaulci given an indication
of the, efficiency of the production 'step and the
accuracy of the step.
Cost control statisticsThese would provide a temporal.

-setting for the flOw of costs throughout the processing
year. '13y having /indicators for how much of the total
budgeted costsehould be spent by a particular point in
time, should 9 e -an indication of how the: actual
spending floW is pro6eeding.

There are several areas' of the ,processing function were a
sample of applicants would be useful in monctoring the integrity
of the system. Current efforts .in this regaid represent, ho
ever, only a start in the wide variety of uses for a sample.
Every 500th record is now being pulled And tracked through the

system. While this method may be sufficient to satisfy some QC
information requirements it does not go very far in the potent-
uses-of the sample.

Currently, most of the information needed about any aspect
of the application processing system is obtained by accessing, the
entire application data base. Appligant profile statistics, mane -

agement reports, and corrective action reports are done by the
processor who T,,rites a statistical program that read every .0

record in the applicant universe. The tables cumently produced
fr

are, by and larger specified at the begiNing of* the ctintractand
PrOgramted th as part. of the kystent. Adees Log the entire
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.programmed in as part of the system. Accessing the, entire

applicant population has the following disadvantages.

process is:

A

sr*

Such a

Expensivehe cost of producing a:table is directly
related to the number of records read by the
computer.

InflexibleThe policy process often changes during
the middle of the processing year. If a specific
-table is desired in the middle of the year, a
negotiation with -the processor is necessary
specially program the table..4

Unnecessaily DetailedUsing the entire applicant
population dan'givp detail abdAut the applicants down
to any specified revel. Much of the .detail may not be
abeOlutely neceis for the purposes of the .ED
managers.

For ED managers, using the_applicant population seams to be a41

unniicessary expense for the gains of aaded and automatic

production- Instead, a statistically valid sia4Xe of wappl.cats

could be used to provide the necessary statistids at reasonable

'A sample (or samples) 'of applicants can easily be used to '

cost.

-perform the follow. ng functfons:

- Applicant statistics

Corrective actions analysis-

t Management reports

1

The current set of 'applicant profile statistics produFedt

quarterly by the processor, provide a wealth of-data about the

characteristics of the applicant_pppulation. The tables are



e

useful in their exhaustive detail On all. aspects of appl,icants.
However, at: times the appropriate table does not exist. The

,4f

formats of the tables are specified at the beginnip of the year
and are difficult to change. Statistics be estimated from the
existing tables. If a sample of applicants were available to
staff.' the_appropriate statistics could be produced with..a

reasonable degree of accuracy and in .a timely fashion*
witr

sample could nett be used for every request but -it could satisfy
tw

a large timber of the questions that arise throtighout the year.
The sample could be drawn at the same time t.te'diii*!tf*ly
are produced to provide a ccc patible6 set of

Corrective action analYsis. requires information about
groups of individuals who have speCifics':characteristic

depth analysis of their charaCteriatiOS and their 'tranSiOtiOns
within the system require a data base. Contairtin ,the correct data
elements. A speciflized sample --of, apPlicent-s, stratified by the
desired characteriptics would provide Eti with the rieceSsary 'data

,-

to per fOrm the analyses. The saMptintiprpcodure sha4d'ije made

part of the system and be as flexible as possible to allow ED
staff to choose a particular sanTle of applicants- to analyze.

Specific management reirts could be producpd by sample for

short turnaround use9. Since the Management reports now are
\

specified early in Oe i?roses, changes are difficult to produce
in a short time frame at.minimal, expense. 1,astoPid .a _sasple,



.fo
to

\

Of applicants ,could be used to prOduce the reports that, althotgh
I . . ,. .

they would be samples represent the entire population with a
reasonabie degree of accurocy..
bees of a Sample

properly raon,itor the Pell. Grant applicatikm process,

that Can. be

w.

used to assess the performance of the ,systema are
formation iftcludes:

aroupdtime
to entry error

Effectiveness. 61,f edits and validation

touch of this information is either Unavilable or
.extremel costly and 414.fficult to obtain on a program-wide basist,

used to select cases, on rich to

peif071, more detaited analyeis... Prom. the analysis done °a the

sample,): irifigrencie 4.0ticfrAiri; turnard'und .time, data entry error,
fi

"e fectiv,enessi.of 40:1,,Oclitsi etc". , for the entire pro-
:tYraun anthe'n 1,4 dre

c to t.1% iftralrystios samples described previously,

sampling teclutiqus an be ,wied to generate, descriptive
about the-a p icent, popUlatibn and subpopulations.

CtirPirq13/1 this inf n is lenerated by passing the entire,

$

a fauei:frequency table-producing .pro-,

bould, hoWeVee, be.gefierated more

h gh degree of' accuracy, using a 'statA,s-
tiOn-Nyhicli do!.1.1.d be obtained using

'grauns 44uch is data
ef`fibiently4,-guul

inform

profile sallitte thcludest

1

/



Total number/of appl cants, transactionCi eligibles,
ineligibles, and reje ions

Average'nuMber of transactions per student

Number of txansactioni-by number of
eligible/ineligible

Number of applications per state

Application statistics by state

Number of transactions for validated students

Number of eliaible/cine igible ItudenS by Validation
status

i Drawing. the _Sample

. With any sample comes a trade-off-bepween accuracy and

cost. Increasing the sample ,size increases the level of acc

and coat, vJhile-decreasing the sample size has the opposite

;effedt: Depending upon the purposes of the sample, the, optim

trade-off between accuracy and cost will occur at different

sarftple sizes.

Profile samples can be large,; and tberefore mo e acCurate

beCause tiii''barginal. cost of Increasing the!semple size is sMall.

In fact, in many instances.eferable tO:Use the entire

universe if the need for accuracy is great and the 4ost' is

s light. Alternati%;ely, in analysis the sample's acgracy ittist be

qa-6-ritteedsciffeWit-bahe large cW-s7t-Vf-5b-eIffrhg:fhe

data nd analyzing them. 1'4=4 example, measuring data 'entry -error`

=stay andAi.edLimas..,_prareeeek and should only tesione .g111., a

small sample of cases.



The exact =size of a sample is determined by the expected,

value of the characteristics being estimated and desired

leVel of confidence. For piofil, samples the charicteristic/
being estimated is the cell.
For example, in

the number, of applicants from-Il.

(A any category on a iable.
a table of appli ants by state, one cell-would be

inois). t1 e smallest to

be estimated is less than .1 per ent of the pop ation a 95

perCent confidence level
ecnecessary approaches the entireaopulation. Therefore, if a

2.

large number of categories is bung estimated (fo4 example, the
. ,

number of farmers per state), a s pie should .sat be' %Vied. For

is desi 'ed, then the sample size 7-4.

analysii samples, the characteristic refers to the variable beingf..
measured Ifor example turnaround time). Fcgure '3 presents more

technical. deail fora calculating sample size.
To provide statistic's cluring the program year, the profile

sample must be selected at least once before all the applications
have been received. One plan would be to sampie, the population

twice, once'in'aune and again in January. This vould correspond
4

to the generally bimodel distribution of applicaticps received.
A random ample could contain the broadest. range of inf9rmation
and therefore would probably be most useful for program monitor-

. 00

.The attual selection procedure is, first, to find the size:.
and divide that by the popUlation size to get the sample

-- interval.,... Next, a, random start case is-chosen. ..Finallj., eve rtY

case starting with the ran din *art case is 'pulled,

'7-17
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CM.RT OF SAMPLE SIZES FOR. RIFF] NT VALUES OF ?

"Let 'p as Probability of characteristic of
b;Vp Variance of p + .1,025 for a two-faxled

confidence

= Sample size

Formula used: -

erest*
95% 1403ie1

. 0001
; .0005.
.001
005

.05*
10
20

. 40

. 5Q

15, 008 400,:
A.,1,98 400

, 598 400
3.18, 490
158,400,
30, 400
14, 409

3,731`.'
2`;-400
1.600;

- `I

8,

*1414ot a~ profile saavle, p\ is the expected aiZe ,t;tf' Oie,leks?
frequent, .cell dilrided by the total population. For Aft .4iiialyiss`
sample,' p is the expected percent figtire of the variable being
rnitasured.

FIGURt,

S

y.
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( i

wheie :. Is the iiaMple interval . The second . daMpille may be
,

selected in the same. *y but u4ng a different, starting case.
... ,i.

The timing of the analysis sample Oiipens ,,ip'On, whisther;' the
. 1

sample is being us to provide inforton on .Ithe aPpl,ic ion

Process for the cur ent year or recoil* a ati6ns for, future, year

T,f the samplftis us for recom> endat`ions'' ,f.viture years then,

one sample should be raw). as late e year as poSsible., If
the sampte JAI used to provide itiformaiigi ,for the current yeat,
then the sample will ve to be drawn during, tohe year`, , and.more

than one sample will pr.bably be deaired: Ore pc ssibilitii 1.14 tad.

be to draw the analysis sample from the profile. samples (since the
prOfile sample will be I rger) . A statistical ran:iom sample.,

stratified to allow for roportional representation of the
characteristics bein st died* would, beg. the tyPii of sample

to use.. Possible' strati ioation variablei *would be ti.D processor

gyp and validation 'star
..In -Conclusion, a eartiple or saMples could be, extremelY useful

tproVieting the information required for ve toceStor 7 g:7

qui4trO9n al. prafiie .saingtea' .5o411 uved to generate 'des-
.. .

criptive information on f 'te applicant popts.lation and subpOpu-
",

lati'ons at a reduced cos Similarty, analysis samples may

.provide. the capability measure the irtir-fables. necessary to

monitor. the'. system i,n a%` cost-efficient manner. An additional

",bei:efitwhidhvCdns:Awith th4t:TIZ TittfUld "have ready

access to samples forany cp,#ck, ad hoc stat*sticS desired in
course of rionitor the ''progratre.

et

1 \49



APPENDIX A,

SAMPLE PROptICTION CON ROL REP6RT
FOS TEE PELL APPLIcA ON' PROCESS

(INPOZIATIObi RECEIg"I'Y

NuMber d'f Applic
Received

Numbet of Ap*icat3ons
ProceSsed

Numb'er of Applicati
Rejected by cprsor
checks

/lumber of Applicat.i
(ioing to Key Entiy

Nutaber Applicationi
Sa,cklogged

PfrioceSsing, Time!.
".,(Receipt to' Edit Regyoluti

KeY trY)
,Application

0...2 day's/
2-4 days
4+ days

Applications
Res45/ution

0-2 days
2-4 days
4+ days

.A'..iiracY* of Processing

Sample Size

A-1 82



INFORMATION itman) (Cont.

THIS. Lkwr YEAR
PERIOD PORIOD TO DATE

'MIS PERIOD
LAS1,44EAR

NuMber of* Errors
Percent of ErrorS
Types,Of Xrrors

C

Number of Phone,Calls
Received

'Numbr of Phone Calls
Completed '

Ratio of Calls to
APPlic4t.ionA

40,Curecy of Prdcess

Sample Size
Number ol'Errors,.
Percent of Ertogp



APPENDIX P (Cont.)
_

SAMPLE PRODUCTION CONTROL, :.REPORT''
FOR THE MELT, A:PPITCATIONve.PROCESS

Number of Applidataons
Entered

Accuracy of Processinsj

Sample Size

umber (If
Percent

Numbet: of
Percent

Key Errors
rr s

I

.Data Element,. Aiprq
of Errors;

tluiTiber of .Porm ErrOrs
Percent of 'ErrOrs'

Numi?er Applications
,Backlogged

x

A-3 .84



APPEND A (Cont

SAMP PRODU %ON CONTROL REPORT
FOR E El#14 APPLICA ION PROCESS

Number of:AKtlixmt.icma
Pro'cessed (transactiOnS)

. Number of Applications .

with SA;s

Number Eligible
Number -Ineligible
Number Rejected (no

Number of Transactio
ger Applicant.. (pare

One Transaction
Two TransaCtions
Three Transactions
Four or Morg TranSactiOns

'Number of Applications with Er

Number Errors
Number wiTh 4+ Error's

Types of Errors

B
C
D,



A (034 )

SAMPLE PIIODUCTION CONTROL REPORT'
FOR THE FELL APPLICATION PI OCES5-:

WUmber of SARI Producell

Number of SARs l lid
,

Accuracy of Processing

Sample size
Number with error
Percent with error°
Types of error

A

Pocessing Time'

Simple Size
Time of Processing

0-10 days
10-15 days
/5-20 days

',.,20-25 days
25-30 days,
307.49 days
40+ days

ISAR PRODUdTIONY

. .

THIS ,'.14,A6T.. :TEAR TO THIS. PERT ©D
PERIOD sPERIOD'. DAVE LAST YEAR

7 t

..11



APPENDIX A (Cont.)

SAMPLE-PRODUCTION CONTROL` REPORT
FOR THE PELL APPLICATION PROCESS

:(CORRECTIONS PROCEDURES) i

Number oftApplication!
with Corrections

Percent of Applications
with Corrections

Processiqg Time

THIS 'LAST YEAR TO THIS PERIOD
PERIOD PERIOD DATE LAST YEAR

Corrections prdNissed
fp

0- 5 days
5-10 days
10-15 days
'15-20 days
pa+ days

Number of Corrections Pe

Transactiond Per APplicant

1-3
2-4
4+

Accuracy of Process

Sample Size
Number with Errors
Percent with. Error

Number o&Corrections
.Backlogged



APPLICATION Of FISCAL CO/

STEP:-

Before ProcesS .

Starts) fi

APPENDIX.6

TROLS TO' THE PELL PROCESSOR CONTRACT

STEP 1)

:KEY-ISSUES'

Type of contrae If not CPU T, the level o detail deS-
r ibed-baloig may-not be ppropriate.

Identify Major
"Cost Cotters"
(Where)

Which parts of;con-
44ct need
fiscal monitoring

-tu
I

Include all "cost ceners",ithat
have proveft difficult to Control in
current contract and those A4lich
project to exceed 5 percent of
total cost..

or Probably includes "SER productih",
"data entry," correspondence;" 'etc.

Identify Specific
Costs (What)

e Which costs incur
red need fiscal
monitoring?

- pm Since the major
tract are labor
these should he
monitoreit.

costs in this con-
and cosy titer time,
the ont costs

.

Du term ine

Met_hciciolcxjy.

Most efficient
method of fiscal
monitoring

Establishmnt of
Tolerance Levels
(flow Much)

Level &dance
effective "early
t.iarnirtl system",

Use "loaded" labor costs and direct
computer time copts,

la percent to, be -on a- cost

center level,. 4

Specify GuidOines
and Require Contractor
Response

.Obtainin9 contractor
response

4

.Spe6 fy no. response to fiscal con:-

trop system will makel"technicallly
nonre,ipdnsive."



4

AIVENtii1 ,B (CPNTA.

APPLICATION FISCAL

STEP

Eval cya te Iteaponses

KEY ISSUES

to Ability of contractor
to implement fiscal
control system for
contx-aut

'0

COMMENTS

Evaluate based ont
.responsiveness to 'guidel
experience on :other contracts
innovative

<
Suggestins

\Mo!lify.GuideIinea.
(If.Applicable.1

At' thlii stage Consider in
suggestions and modify fitii
with ,setected contractor

ativ
jointly

-4,

4

t

3!

ES

r

t1-

7 .7

A.

%

fx

a



/r
'B (CONT..) .1

APPLItATION /OF FISCA,L COIITROT, TO Tp13 PEtot. P,ROCE;SSOR' CONTRACT

ST EP

IN.:vet:op /Flexible
'Buchjet. 134 sec on
Vol time

(STEP 2
-1(EY \ISSUES,,

Secre9ating "fixed".
I 'and 4fvariable"

..1 costs
.1

Selee011g
iate.zs>onimel

inOicatOge

COMMNTS
p..

Shonia be done carefuilY on a joint
asis 'with Ponteactor during ()glen-,

.ssiUning new contractor shoulc1,,be
'mod.; f i, ed. within six 'rriOnths based can
experience

Rep6rting
Mechan isms

*ea

\*carit4r.40. acc'Urat
44 co:t thne14
basis

o'
appropriate forth at

or user,

e . See. copies Of propostiid" r.
.,clamed in 8 74alid 13.--5

Ports in

stwtliet be 46ite.104 1Y.,(Or's0.011" s
monthly;), base4,64 ntracto.x7

roll pra'aessi to ac604!t414ca!"dte
1413bel'.cppts' "

AL.
t center cle4ai

.11.tthltcl
tai1r -

..4

..-ojeCt

SpecfTWAgreement
on Guidelines with
w ng Con tractor

f 4,
f2

OSPA Monitoring Systeli

92

Guidelines (to .4e 0(17 in tiogquohtfAe abee

f

,

4



-1-

Varia ble Budget
Volume Indidator
SRs Produced

Variable Costs"
Cosq-lbsLer ice-'

Labor Cost -pato
-Entry

ba

T0TAI, VARIABLE
'COSTS.

Fixed 'Costs

Laboi Costs: Data.
Entry' Supervisors

TOTAL Fixo COSTS

TOTAL COST CENTERS.

94

Comments :

o .

dONTRACTOR-FISCAL CONTROL
.0

(SIANPLE...REPORT). EXCEPTION REPORT)
PERIOD ENDING 1011/82

CURRENT, PERloix PRIOR PERIOD

BUDGET ACTUAL 'BUDGET ACTUAL

090 -9999.

, 199999, f 9999..--re- ,,,..-

999.99...
.

99999
. ...._,,

. .0..,
-999991 " 99999,9,

s.,

99999

9999,9

99999

99999

99999

9299

9999
444.44.4444,..0

.

99999 99499

99999 . 99999'

. 999999 99999
0

99.999 9 999

99999 9999

99999 9900

v,

diet report for each cost cener wfth cost's in exces of ttddlet by 91=4;ator.d

Lhan 10 pereent shOUld be sent to tile ()SPA project officer along with the.manageMent
4report..

A
The contractor Projeet Manager-should followup with a manual' e*Olanatory report
within one week (copied -'to on-site -Monitor, East: whether expected or r occur).

Thi4 report should'Ilag indiv al line items out of ran9e. 95

Pf



S
OSPA CONTRACTOR .FI SCAL cobnitaL

(Sample Reap,rt) (Exception Rat)
Period Ending 10/15/82

* CURRtia PERIOD

'BUDGET

\thy i 1101e Budget
Volume Indicator
.Compu er Time

Lalor Cost.
Data Entril,,

9499,

,99999

"

ACTUAL,

PiubR PERIOD

BUDGET

CUMULATIVE

ACTUAL BUDGET

9999

99999

TOTAL VARIABLE
diarit7'777-7-

fixed Costs

Labor Costs; Data
Entry- Super i sort;

TOTAL FIXED ,C06T8

TOTAL .COST CENTERS

continents

'995999

)

99999

94999

99999

Nor' Small. cocast centers (or *fill contracts)
ibdividuAl.eatPloyee basis.

'This report should, he fu&kibbell within one
monrtor

999999 999999

99999 99999

t' ,
9 .

9.999 99990

. 99999 99999

This fortitat enables OSFA 'to quickly .coapar
. mqnths

. 0

9

9999 99999

99999 '99999%

999999 9999999' . .999'9999

V.
-

99949 999999 999999 '

99994 '999999 999999

99999 . 999999

4

oasts should (be captured on an

990999

we4 of the end of the period to on -site

actual cost and' prior'

ps;k-6of variable b4dget indicator presents a key to possible cost variances.
costs vary directly to imlicator but followtrdnd.'

97



)

, CONTRACTOR pika CONTROL

(Sitikt REPOpT) (MANGEMENT LEVEL)
Period Endirri9,00/1V.82,

COMM' P;ERIOD PRIOR PERIbD

et
rcespondOce 499%

SAR ProdUction 99999

rroTAI, Cot*TRACTI.. 99999

qv

Couiuiie~nLs s'

,

Actual.

9999 9999

99999 99999J

CITMULATIVV.

Actual Budget Actual

9999 9999 9999

99905 999959 999999

-22222' 99'999

.4 fir

I

'A

99999 9999995. .999999

1

TJis report should be furniShed with An one week -to 'the ospA Prdject Officer.
I

$l

z of these renort:s E qr each "month) shotild be easily reconciled to the mont 'hlyvoioel

flag could 'bp inserted whdfe tolerance revel is 'exceeded denot4ping exception:teport pto follow.
-11

The OSFA Project, Officer should summarize 3.fiforniation to °SPA managemedt.

Ito

41-

sA
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TECHNIQUE

Drivers

A

APPENDIX C

SOFTWARE QUALITY CONTROL 'TECHNIQUE COMPARISON MATRIX

'SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES,'

DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE

Superfluousco.de needed to
,perforp unit testing and
lower levels of integre-
t4on iahbottom-up software
development-effort

Tat Data Collection of 'data staled
Bases on computer peripheral

ddvice which closely
matches '"real" dat4 base

Design Examination or insPegt
Verification of a eoftware spectfi

tion for pufpose of f
ing design errors .

1) -Testing of critical
components bah be
emphasized.

2) 1/2 functions are most
often provided early in
software development, and
these Fart easily be haw-
dledwithdriver programs.

1) Reai data base is
protected.

2) Testing can proceed
with _

confusion.

l) Error rewort cost
decreased, doe to early
error detection?

2)_ Quality of prodUct is
iipproVed.

41.

1) Coot of development QS:.
of drivers which arp
usually disgarded -it end of
testing. ,.

2) Errors in drivers may
impede testing.' 1-

3) Drivers usually written
by same progriimmers who
write components, being
tested., and so may contain
same invalid assumptions.

1) High cost

2) May..not,contain ade-
quate data types or suffi-,.

_

I) Often' *considered
tediou4 and boring

2) Some errors thus f4DUM1
Tight be more easily found
by odApiter after Fading

I



ecution
alysis

APPENDIIX C (contA

SOFTWARE QUALITY -CONTROI1 TECHNIQUE COMPARISON 'MATRIX

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE

Automated monitoring of
computer-based software
testing actIvities& col--.
lecting dta from this
testing, analyzing data
manually; and then 'predic-
ting dura.tiorr and cokt of
testing' snd quality of
software product

Automated Examination *of source code
Network or . to determine mi imi.) set
Path of paths whick. exercise
Analysis all logical branChes of a

prograa

a

Statistical Computaticiti of a conf
Prediction dence factor which indi-

`. cates effectiveness of
programmilig

ADVANTAGES 'DISADVANTAGES

l) Automating contrQl. _and.
ronitoring ,ttest activities
2) Aid in enforciug Pro

6 gramming and system deve-
lopment standards

High cost

I) Automatic determ).nar-
tion of optima; paths to
be tested
2)' Aid in enforcing pro-
gramming and control
structure standards

V

1) Will let programmers
know with' some 9ertainty
that an error .exists

fr

4

1) Large number of itera-
tions required may be
excessive for contain, types
of Software.

2) Need for user interac-
tive' to identify inbompati-
ble branch e-xpressions

I) Difficult to determine
Wpe or niimber of errors' to

'be inserted



SOFTWARE QUALITYQUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUE COMPARISON MATRIX
. .

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION - TECHNIQUES

-APit'SDIX C (Cont.)

0

TEctioiQUZ DESCR'IPTI'ON /PURPOSE

Functional Execution of independent
Testing t. tests kiesign'ed to demen-'

strata a specifiC func-
tional capabilityoof
program or software system

Design
Validation

e

104

Examination or inspeation
of the functional require-
ments landithe clesign of. a. _

software system for the
purpose of ffnding' errors

ADVWNTAGES

1) Testing is visa
oriented user4
evaluationo
2) Functions completed
are mgasurable.

3) Testing of funetionse
applies to soli phases'of,
test activities.
4) jleviiton and control
oftest specification is
simplifial.4
1) Error rework cost is
decreased due to early
error_ detaCtion.......

2) Quality' of product is
imprcivesi.J

3) InOrease iu programmer
'productivity is :due to
positive psychological'

'effect:.

2) Deependont upon good
functional.

specificftions
ti

1/41). Often consider'ed
tediouti and boring

,

7

fo,

c.

"sP



a

TECHNIQUE

atrik,
alyais and

roblem
tatement
Ouages

U

APPFANDIk ht..) .

SOFTWARE _QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUE COMPARISON MATRIX

)- SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

DESCRIPgION/PURP6SE

. Use of a fOrma-oriented
,language or a:formaiii sYn-
't'ax language to coi
eate*needs of th user to
the afialyat

4

'

a

AD!VANTAGES,

O

1) Oyes-complete and',
unaimbiguqua structure
defintt4ons

DISADVANTAGES co.

I) -Nb efficient 'mean of
analyzing problem dilfini-
tions

2) Provides precise
'module dependency -inter-

, dace deeinitions

3) Assurarke of proper
control -logic to sequence
software tasks' c rectly
for all input c* inations

4 Assuies that each task
a functionally gomplette

anal unamblArously defimed

-



TECHNIQUE

Limit Checks

Record
Counta

APPENOX c (conx, )

SOPTWA7RZ QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUE COMPARISON MATRIX

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUE§

DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE
46' fi

A series of compare
instructors .statidg det
conditions and keyed to a
table within memory con -
taming high and low parlt-
meters of the limit
Automated .coif of records
or documents

p

ADVANVAGES

1) Reduces impact of
- errors,

2) Provides simpl.ifie
technique to control
extensive, or complex
eiceptione

3) F6cuses only on
exceptions .

d

.

4) Easy to implement and
understand .

O

DISADVANTAGES-0I
1) , Allows errors to be
undetected \
2) Requikes frequent table
changes in a dynat.Fic.
environment

h.

3) May hide out.7,of,,,balanos
condition -.

4) - Provides less control
asthe range of acceptiaiale
values° is sett:ended .

5) ;Unscheduled changes -can
cause majority of transac-
tions Xo4 be rejected. . .

0 Functional value
dependent upon the correc-

ition and reinput procedures
for rejeitted data\ `

sit

I) Does. not iclenti fy lost
documents

1)4eEconomicai

2) Baiy to design and
implement^ 2) Does not indicate p o.-ceseing accuracy'



APPENOMCikl(it.)

SOFTWARg QULITY CONTROL TECHNIQUE COMPARISON MATRIX

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE

Bach Total*
and Counts

Counttng of number of
batches and records within
a batch, a batch being a,
group of documents/records.
of Aware type compiled into
processing sequence and
assigned a unique batch
-nus set

AukITAGEg

3) Isolates problbM
area(s)

4) Provides quick check
for docoiment/tecord 10$8

I) Indicates proce
accuracy 4 t

k
2). Establishes .a
record-value correlation

3) Simplifies
reconCillitions,

sin

DISADVANTAGES

3) Requires manual recon-
diliation and corrective
actions

4) Reconciliations are
difficult.

5) Does not ensure
locating missing documents

l) Not effective with high
volumes

2) Time consuming to
prepare aped reconcile

3) Requires frequent
adjustments for errors

4) Cumbersome with online
proCesses

5) Decreased value
distributive systems
context

111



TECHNIQUE

e°;41.6ontrol

hash Totals

14.2

APPENDIX C (Cont.)

t

SOFTWARE QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUE COMPARIdON,WRIX

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

DESCRIPTioN/PURPOSE'

A total of significant
data, computed either'
manually or by machine,
from, dOcumentoirecords to
be probessed

1) 'Indicates processOg
accuracy

2) Indicates relative
value of errdra

-3) Created-as a byprodu
of processing

A toteg,computedon insig-
nificant data (like SSN).

-used to control docaMent
loss

Indicates loss,

2) May identify los
document

1

DISADVANTAGES

1)- Usually requires manual
:preparation

2) Difficdlt to maintain

3) Does not identify.
t. causes of error

4) Does not indicate num-
ber 6f errors

5) Difficult to apply to
online processing

6) Cumbersome, cpstly, and
complex ih distributive fv

Systems

1),Rehuirat manual, interT
vention

3) May indicate errors in
input preparations

4) Easy to-create

2) DO:a-a hot identify error
significawe

3) Difficult ito reconcile
if numerous errors occur;

4) Awkwardly handled by
Saline processing

5) Difficult to impleMent
in shared data bases and 3

IF
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APPENDIX C (Cant.)

SOFTWARE 'QUALITY CONTROL, TECHNIQUE COMPARISON MATRIX

SOFTWARE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES

TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION/PURPOSE ADVANTAGEd'

File Latels Used to identify- data/ I) Positive file
records contained on tape identification
or disk'

,114

a

2) Inhibits accidental
filet_ purges or updates

3) Provides documentatimi
of files used

DISADVANTAGES

l) May beignpied or-
bypassed

`2) Not geared to online
data bases

3) Reguires human inter-
vention to enter identifi-
cation information



APPENDIX q (coif. )

RISE QR POTENTIAL USE ST VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION TECHNIQUES

411.1.-PICATIO14
'AND

-.VALIDATION *TZCHNIO9ES . DEFIN/TiON

SoFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PHASES

ces10 IMPIESENTAT ION EVaLUATION

Dry.vers

Test Data Bases.

Design Verification

Execution Analysis,

Automated Network o
Path Analysis

Statistical Prediction
FtiOct tonal 'Noting

Design Validiktion

Matrix Analysis: and
Problem Stateinent-
Languages X

Top-Down. Programming

C-9
116



ApPENDIX D

SAMPLE PRODytTIVITY REPORTS FOR, THE
PE LL APPLICATION PROCESS (TIME PERIOD)

J.

(APPLICATION RECETPT)

Number of ApLidications
Proce

dumber of HourS Worked.

Number of personnel

Toial Labor Cost

Unit Pixie Cost (:Hour /App)

Unit Labor Cost (VAR))

Accuracy of Processing.

Sample Size
Npmber with. Errors
Percent with Errors
Type of Errors

A



it= SAMPLE PRODUCTIVITY REPORTS FOR THE
sr PELL is.PPLICfiTION VROCES4 (TIME PERIOD)

(APPLICATION RECEIPT1

Number of Telephone Calls

Number of gpurs rked

Number of Persodnel

iumber Cells CoOpleted

'dotal Later Cost
Unit Labor Cost ($ /aall)

Atcuracy of Processing

Caimple size
Number of error s '-
'Percent. 'Rf. Errors

, Number of Phone Calls per
Transaction



APPENDIX P (Cont.)

SAMPLE PRODUCTIVITY REPORTS FOR Ht..

EL WO6PL APPLICATXON, PROCESS (TIME

wimber of Personnel,

.

Total Labor Cost

Unit Labor Cost ($ /SAR)

Onit-Tink0Cost Chour/SA)

Accuracy of Processing

Santp le size
Number of Errors'
Percent-of Errors

Ntmber of SARs per Transaction
3

Peak Backlog

4



APPENDIX D (Cont.),

SAMPLE PRODUCTIVITY REPORTS FOR THE
PE1510 AP ICATION PROCESS TTIME PERIM)

THIS LAST YEAR
PERIOD PERIOD TO DATE

Number of Corrections Processed

Total Labortost

Unit La cost' f $/cOrrectionr

Unit Time Cost (hour/correction)

Accuracy offProcessing

Type A
Sample Size
Number of Errors
Percent of Ekrore

*Type B
Sample Size

C6rrections per, Transsctioq

Peak Backlog
4



MINI M REQUIREMENTS FOR A*E;ROCESSOR QC SYSTEM

MEASURE/STANDARD

InformAttion Receipt

Cursory Edit Count.

Count (edit

Accuracy

EXPLANATION
t

1

The number of wiped to
he counted at the starting point*
in the process to use as a control
total for reconciling other Steps

'of tpe'process., -

it
Since, this is a time-consuming
and labor, intensive process this
Measure would give an indication
of the efficiency of the pro-,
duction step.

The applications must he segregated
by the type of treatment so a count
of the Applications that are.flagged
by an edit must, .p.e made to keep track
of the applicatibqL__)

The number of times a particular edit
is used preyides inforMation on the
applicatim form data items.

..,
.

The segregation of applications. into
'their proper group ,-must be done
accurately, avoid rework and bottle-

king in e system. preparing. the
opprication or entry,,into the system
is .important to the efficient func-
tioning of Ow system.'

. .
4



AREA

APPENDIX E (Cont.)

MINIMUM RE9UIREMENTS- FOR A PROCESSOR op SYSTEM

MEASURE/STANDARD

Key entry, 4.Count

.4

'Compute

Accuracy

Backlog

123 ,b

ir Count (edit)

EXPLANATION

1,4

This is the point where data are
entered into the system and processed.
A count ,at this ,point is needed to act
as a control on the automatic pro-
cessine step.

This is a major tae ement to make
aecause the inaccu acy of the' data in
the system requires rework and a loss
of inteqrity, of the entire 'delivery
system.

This step is a. potential bottleneck
since data are entered manually. The
backlog is a measure of the efficiency
of the step and the use of labor in
the step.

.Another control, total is taken at' this
step to ensure that there is no loss

of applipations.

The number of times an edit is used
must be kept, , Track of order to
evaluate the quality of the data J.4
the system. Corrective action
analysis can be done from this infor-
tion.



'0?

AREA

:APPENDIX E (Cont.)

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FORA PROCESSOR 9F SYSTEM

'MEASURE/STANDARD

-0

to'
4.4

Corrections

Accuracy

- Time litesa

Count

Accuracy

0,

EXP4ANATION

This provides a control.; total on the
prodessing Aystdm'and another count
of the number of envelopes being.
mailed out att,a ,control total on4t1e
whole. system..' . -A,

The Inforuationson ihe SAR goes back
to the applica4t and must refiect the
data coming into the System.

This-point is where the process sends.
Total turnaround time of the practise
is measured At this paintA

The types of-correctiope being
received shoilld be tracked to
evaluate ,the, quality of the data.

The' entering of the data must be done
accurately to ensure smooth and timely

_

kel

Yt
5



ry

APPENDIX E (Cont.)

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR A PROCESSOR QC SYSI'EM

, .4,

MEASURE/STANDARD

Component -Rd'Oracy

EXPLANATION

Each component Should
be,iested to, ensure that:
it works internally.

t.
t

ao.6uUsyst

Systemaccuracy

Efficiency

&ihe coMponents that fit
together must work together
in order to produce ilk
correct,results4

0I0

o Test da.ta ti

- The subsystems Must be put
together into a total operating
system that produces the
correct result.

'the system must
desired results
manner in order
coves and mini

produce the
in-an. efficient'

mg:keep down
backlog.

As a part of accuracy and
efficiency, test data must be
need to check all parts of the-

,

system to see if the correct
results are being produced and
the system can process largeaunts of data



APPENDIX E (Cont.)

MINIMUM REQUiREMENTS 'FOR A PROCESSOR QC SYSTEM
7"

MEASURE/STANDARD

fiscal Control
.e_ Cost centers=

a

129
ti

Methodology

to:Tolerances'

Volume indicators

Fixed/Variable,Costs

Reporting mechanism

EXPLANATION

The cost centers of the contract
must be identified and a, method
for monitOring costs within the
Center developed.

f

Development of a method for what
costs should be meaSur.ed and
they egOuld be measured.'

Tolerance ranges for types of
costs should be determined in
order to produce an early warning
system for monitoring.

The costs vary with volume* and
so the unit of vo.luMe 'should, be
determined ,to standardize the
cost levefs.
The categorizatibn of costs needs
to *be done to determine the 'level

-of 'cost by levels of volume.
Costs should be reported in
similar' ways for. similar func
tionti. The same cost categories
and the same levels-at which
costs are accumulated
should be reported

130



AREA

APPENDIX E (Cant

Ml IMUM REQUIREMEthFELCESSOR QC SYSTEM'

MEASURE/STANDARD EXPLANATION

4.

VOlume indicato

F'

et Accuracy

4

The lexrel erfort.iin number
of hours or people should be a
measure of the efficiency of
the system. This measure° can
be broken 'iut by labor categories
and costs assigned to them to get
-labor costs by cost centers.

This is used in the determination
'of the efficiency of the'production
step by, standardizing costs-.

The efficiency of the step is
measured ih part by the accuracy
of the Work performed. Building
this measure into the productivity
measure will, evaluate-the net
efficiency of, the .step.



SAMPLE FISCAL CONTROL REPORT
FOR TIM PELL APPLICATION PROCESS

(INFORMATION RECEIPT)
(period ending

Numb,er of Applications Received

-Number of Appticat4.9ns Processed

THIS LAST
PERIOD PERIOD

YEAR THIS PERIOD
TO DATE LAST YEAR

Number of Applications
Rejected Cursory Edit Checks.

Number of Applications
Going to Key Entry

Number of Applications Backlogged

Processing Time
(Receipt to Edit Resolution or
Key EntrY)

Applications to Key Entry. ~ It,

0-2 daYs
2-4 days
4 days

ApplicatiTs to Edit Resolution

0-2 days
)2-4 days
4+ days

Accuracy of Processing

-Sample Size



(INFORMATION REC51:11PT) (.Gong)

THIS LAST YEAR- THIS PERIOD
PERIOD PERIOD TO DATE LAST YEAR



VARIABLE COSTS

Automat' Ad CoOs

Labor Costs

APRENDIX F (Cont.)

SAMPLE FISCAL CONTROL REPORT
FOR THE PELL APPLICATION PROCESS °

(INFORMATION RECEIPT)
(period enditvg )

Total. Variable Costs
FIXED, COSTS

Materiatlsi
Lab Or Costs

Total Fixed Costs

Total Cost,
4'

CURRENT PERIOD
BUDGET ACTUAL

.0

sa.

4'

'

PRiojt PERIOD .

BURG FAT ACTUAL

Number of Applications

.

Processed,
A

;1uhit vart le /vast ($/app)

Unit tab Or Codt (0aPp)

.Unit Fix4d Get (S/s150
4yn t tal ost ($/aPP)



a

Cost Cateciory

Total Va:riable Cost

Total*. Labor Costs.*

,Total Fixed Cost

Tpial Cost

APPENDIX F (Cont.' )

SAMP ISC4 CONTROL 'REPORT
FOR PLICATION PROCESS

(INFRA '140N RECEIPT)
(period e ing .)

% of Total of Total
Budget Amount Budget. Amount

Bud9et, Actual Should be Spent Actually Spent

7



A,

Number of ,Applications
Processed

Number of Hours Worked

Number of Personnel

Type I
Type- 2-

Total Labor Cost

Unit Time Cost (Hour/App)

Udit Labor Cast (.$ /App)

APPENDI P (Cont.)

SAMPLE FISCAL CONTROL REPORT
FOR THE PELL APPLICATI9N PROCESS

(INFORMATION RECEIPT)
(period ending i

Accuracy of Proceisim4

SamPle Size
Number wit Errors
Percent with Errors
Type of ErrOrs

B
C-

THIS
PERIOD

-Peak Backlog

LAST YEAR
. PERIOD Tb-DATE

-


